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The Slingsby T -49 Capstan
LAMINAR FLOW SIDE-BY-SIDE TWO-SEATER

The Capstan is the latest of our range of two-seaters and is designed
as a comprehensive training machine suitable for all stages of
instruction. Pilots trained from Ab-initio on the Capstan should
be competent to fly any other type of glider.

Special Features

Enclosed Cockpit with HiDged Canopy
Full adjustment of seat and controls to suit any size pilot
Terminal Velocity Dive Brakes
Elentor Trimmer Wheel Brake
Robust structure that is simple to rig and maintaiD providing low

operating cost
Performance similar to Standard class single-seaters

FIRST PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE
EARLY 1962

The Slingsby T-45 Swallow
This 45 ft. span laminar flow single-seater is continuing to increase
in popularity and is now operated by most of the principal Clubs in
Great Britain and many Cl:ountries abroad. Its crisp handling
characteristics and good all-round performance make it the ideal
general purpose machine for Clubs and the smaller syndicates.

On June 18th a Swallow flown by STEWART WALLER
cQvered a distance in excess of 300 km. from the LONG MYND
to YARMOUTH.

SIingsby Sailplanes Ltd.
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From Past to Future

N INETEEN-SIXTY-ONE has been a year of expansion and consolidation.
.L The big items have been: the Burns"s pyrotechnical burst of World
Records to open the year; the establishment of the S.B.A.C. Fund, to carry
on the work of the old Kemsley Flying Trust, jn liaison with our own Shaw
Slingsby Trust; the 1961 Nationals at Lasham, where 92 competitors in 10
days' consecutive flying constituted the biggest and most successful gliding
meeting ever seen; and finally-after some 10 years' gestation-security of
tenure for the 'Ub. Lasham is really ours. We can hardly believe it. The
accoucheurs, exhausted by their long struggles, lie panting in heaps around
the perimeter. The child gives a long, hungry and querulous cry. ft will not
be its last. But it is there.

Other clubs have taken on substance. Just as after their thirty years in
the wilderness, the Scottish Gliding Union has anchored finally at Portmoak,
now the Newcastle Club has found a permanenth,ome at Carlton Moor, a
site with very great possibilities for both distance and wave soaring in the
future. Indeed, to ~niff once more the real atmosphere of our lusty youth,
which nowadays makes. our old eyes glisten with unshed tears, one must go to
Portmoak or Carlton Moor, whose members are creating hangars, buildings,
runways and everything else, using for cement the true, the traditional
mixture of blood, sweat and tears on which all om best dubs have been
built up.

Peering ahead through the forest of mistletoe and haze of brandy butter
from which these lines may be read, one can see 1962 as another year of
consolidation and development. Big plans are afoot for bllildings at Lasham,
Sutton Bank and Carlton Moor, and the development of a new site at last
achieved by the gallant Kent Club, who have been rootless since the loss of
Detling, but have obstinately refused to die.

In the air we expect to see our skies gradually filling with new shapes:
the Olympia 460, the T-49 Capstan, and the Skylark 4. Good luck to them:
may they give as much pleasure and bring us as many victories as their
ill ustrious predecessors.

For the space of one page, once a year, we let slide our thousand natural
cares-we look only on the bright side: 1962 thermals will be strong, Air
Traffic Control will weaken, cables will not break, new airfields will fall into
our lap like ripe plums., and our readers will have
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Golden Jubilee of Soaring
by A. E. Slater

W HAT was the first sustained soaring the newspaper, Le Petit Havre, of 7th
fljght in history? Pioneers like September 1909 reported a flight at

Lilienthal and PiJcher sometimes hovered Larcouet, on the Brittany coast, of a M.
for a few seconds, and by the time the Raymond Hekking, who was said to have
Wright brothers flew the first successful stayed at 25 metres in a motorless biplane
aeroplane in December ]903, they had glider "pendant cinq minutes". But there is
already ~n soaring for periods of up to no evidence that the flight was accurately
two minutes at the same spot-Kitty Hawk, timed; this was probably an estimate, either
on a narrow sand bar just ofr the coast of by a reponer, or by the pilot himself, to
North carolina. whom, in the then state of the art, every

When the C certificate was instituted in minute might well have seemed like ten.
Gennany in the mid-J920's, five minutes' The evidence for this flight was published
soaring was considered the minimum needed in GUDING for Summer 1953, pp. ~9-{)1.

to establish that the pilot had really At the Kitty Hawk site on 24th October
mastered the art and could continue doing 1911, Orville Wright soared for 9 mins. 45
it indefinitely. secs. in a biplane glider with a rudder and

There is a slight element of doubt about elevator at the rear, a vertical surface just
who first soared for five minutes, because in front of the wings, and a pole sticking

In 1909 Colonel Ogi/vie had acquired a Wright aeroplane, but was advised by his friends,
the Wright brothers, to practise first with a glider of the same design. . Here he is seen at the

controls.
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This is haw Col. Ogilvie's 1909 Wrighr glider was launched in a wind. This and the previous
photograph were taken at Friston,near the Sauthdown Club's site of40 years later.

out in front with a bag of sand on the end.
It is not ,generally known that an English

man, Alexander Ogilvie, was with Orville
at the time, having ~en invited over from
England to share Orville's "holiday", and
did some soaring himself in the same
machine.

A few years ago, Col. Ogilvie kindly
invited me ,to call on him at his house in the
New Forest to gather some first-hand
information on these fli,ghts, and lent me a
copy of his diary written at the time, and
some photos of him gliding in a Wright
machine in 1909 at Friston, inland from the
present SOuthdown Gliding Club's former
site.

Col. Ogilvie said that the soaring had to
be done over one spot, as the sand o'une
was crescent-shaped (Le., of "barchan"
type), with the convex side to windward.
It was therefore necessary to use a wind
blowing strongly enough to hover in, and
to mark the exact spot, which was done by
people standing on it. The total height of
the dune from bottom to top was 92 ft., of
which the top 14 ft. had a slope of 19° and
the rest an average slope of 71°. So the
difficu1ty of this kind of soaring, compared
with present-day soaring along a ridge, can
be appreciated.

Col. Ogilvie's 1911 diary states that he
left Seuthampton on 8th September and
arrived on 17th September at 10.30 a.m. in
New York, where he was met by Wilbur
Wright. They lunched in Manhattan, caught
the 6.34 train and arrived a't noon next
day at Dayton, where Orville me' them.

At Dayton some aeroplane flights were
made and work proceeded on the glider. Its
area was 305 sq. ft., the same as that of the
1902 glider.

Then came the visit to· Kitty Hawk, and

here are some extracts from Alex Ogilvie's
diary-it will be seen that he gives the
record flight as 10 Il)inu~. They are
followed by extracts from Orville Wright's
diary on the most interesting days when
flights were made, reproduced from "The
Papers of Wilbur and Orville Wright", Ed.
by M. W. McFarland and published by
McGraw-HiII Book Co.

From Alexander Ogilvie's diary
Oct. 7.-Glider 145 Ibs. Crated and

shipped 6.0 train for Kitty Hawk via
Cincinatti, Norfolk, Elizabeth City with
OrvilIe, LOTin and Buster, on 9.30 Chesa
peake and Ohio Pullman via SilveftOJi ...
Richmond.

Oct. 8.-Atrived Newport News 5.30
p.ol. By steamer to Norfolk. One hour.
Dined at MomiceJIo Hotel (good). Left
Norfolk 9.0 p.m. Saw several buzzards
soaring near track. Fine view crossing
Hampton Roads by night, scene of battle.
Arrived Elizabeth City 10.45. Stopped at
Southern Hotel.

Oct. 9.-Shopped in morning. On board
Hattie-Captain Johnson 12.45. Arrived
M!lnteo 6.15 p.m. Stopped Tranquil House.
Mrs. Evan5. Harwood of the W.orld called
after dinner to sc;e O.W.

Oct. lO.-By motor boat to Kill Devil
Camp I hr. 5 mins. and then t-hr. walk.
Making latrine, shelves, pump trough,
partitions. Rain in night. Warm.

Oct. 11.-eloudy and warm. Making
ladder, bath arrangements, fixing beds in
roof. Opened up all 1905 and 'O~ machines
in box. Lorin to Manteo in motor boat.
10-12 m. breeze in afternoon. Sally
(reporter) and Harwood. Rain in night.

Oct. 12.-West hill. 500 sin. 9° 40'.-
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Selling fast ..• have you 'youI' copy yet?

WHERE NO
BIRDS FLY
by
Philip

Wills

tt is acknowledged throughout the world that no man has done more for
Clidi", t'haft 'ch. autho-r" and that 'no man can so weU paint in, words the
picture of the air as seen througti the ey... of the pilot of a aailpl.n..~ 'Philip
Will"', .ftar ...".t" ,thi~y year,' ••peri.flee. includin. wiftftinc the World
Cbampionships in 1'952. tells he,:e with humou.r and modesty of many, of hi.
famous. nightl and reCords s6mec'hin.l of che history of the British Ilidinc
may.ment. He ,ives thoulhtful and sound ad¥ice to tho~who are able to
experi~c.,for chemselye. ch. fascination of silent niche. But tho•• of t.tI

who may never learn to glide
may her••hare .ifb Ilim the
beau.(yof a new silent world
under. within. and nen
.bove 'the cfouds, where no
birds fty.

CONTENTS
How and What to leorn • Club's
Courses and Tests • Aircraft,
Trailers ond Reviewing - instru
ments and Equipment. The Ai, 
The Team - Cross.-Channel - The
M'ud of M'ozonoovko • Slingsby
Sailplanes .. Birth of on 'ndusU'y 
C.omPetition Flying ond .k:cords •
Introduction - Gool Flight (1956
Wor d Chom"ionships, France) ..
Where No Bird. Fly (1959
Nationals, U.K...)- Succeu in TexQs
(/960 Notional., US.A.)
·AptJen.dix: British Glidine Orlon
;sations Forej~n Glid;nr
Orron;spt;on... Glid;nr Records ..
8ibliogrophy.

U mo,u ."~ rtli••nlm.
24 poges of pho.ogrop/l'

Foreword by P~ter Scot,t

21 •• FROM ALL

800KSEJ.LERS

... or in case of difficulty.
22s.3d. by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.•
Tower Hoose.

Southampton Street,

tondon, W.C.2.

__NEWNES
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84 ft. Kill Devil Hill 655 sin 8°4<Y = 103 ft.
Angle Qf hills from building K.D. 12!O
West 8}o. 18 m. breeze. 30 m. on top of
Kill Devil. [Added subsequemly: These
data were measured by me with my pocket
theodolite. A.O.)

Oct. 13.-20-].5 m. N.W. Taking motor
boat round to Kitty Hawk. Machine
arrived in Van Duzen. Four reporters...

Oct. 14.-10 m. N. wind. Erecting
machine in morning. Kitty Hawk in motor
boa,t in afternoon. Buying fish and chickens.
Made chicken coop.

Oct. 15.-3 to 4 m. N.E. wind ...
Oct. J6.-1~-14 m. wind (by Negretti)

N.E. Had ouJ glider. West Hill. Three
glides by O.W. Rear elevator too small.
One bad tRump, bending back centre
uprights. Vertical rudder not very effective,
better after fixing vane in front. Took
glider to Kill Devil Hill. Glide by O.W.
Landed on hummock and was chuCked out
... Put on a new tail surface.

Oct. 17.-10 m.p.h. S.E. wind. West
Hill glides; . ;

Oct. 18.-Raining and blowing 20-25
m.p.h. Cleared up about 4. On Big Hill.
O.W. soared three or four ti~s, twice for
1! min. Vertical rudder n sq. ft. at back,
10ft. from c.P. not big enough. Front vane
9 sq. ft. at 4 ft. fr"'m c.P. Machine turned
round by wind and drove into bill. O.WoO
thrown out unhurt. Left wings broken and
rear surface. John Mitche11 from station was
present. Over 35 m.p.h. on crest.

OCl. I9.-Btowing 20 m.p.h. Repairing
wings.

Oct. lO.-Lacing up wings. Extending
tail frame 4! ft. Kruckman and Vergers.

Oct.ll.-AlmostcaLm. Makingnewrudder
5 ft. 2 in. high by t ft. 6 in. = IS} sq. ft. at
14 ft. from C.P. Fixing old t03il surface
.14 sq. ft. and increasing range of action.

Oct. ll.-Very bright sun. Wind .10-15
m.p.h. West ...

Oct. 2J.-Blowing 20-25. Fine rain. On
Kill Devil Hill in aftemoon. O.W. turned.
over backward. Rudder wires crossed.
Back horizontal rudder too small. Rudder
broken. Made new horizontal rudder
27 sq. ft., 9 ft. by 3 ft. Put new sticks in
rudder. [Added subsequently: Orville's
account is a little different here. As I
remem~r it this turnover was the first thing
that happened!)

Oct. 24.--20-25 m. wind, Fine and sunny.
8 Ibs. out at 7 ft. from front edge. Success
Successful soaring up to 10 mill. by O.W..
Others 7} m. and 5i m. aggregating nearly
1 hour. Only just enough control. Ver'}'
difficult. I <lid a few glides late in afternoQIl.
MIc travelled 40 yards without loss of speed
on 6° slope. Wind condition. On crest
40 m.p.h. Kill Devil.

12 ft. up, 50 m.p.h.
Just below crest, 30-35 m.p.h.
12 ft. up, 40 m.p.h.
O.W. was sometimes 50 ft. above top of

hill.
Oct. 25.-Wind 15·20 m.p.h. dying away

Kill Devil Hill, the
sand dune over which
the 1911 record was
jfown. The' wind blew
from the right, some.
what towards the
camera.
(Courtesy Royal
Aeronautical

Society).
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to 10-15 aboqt midday. O.W. tried quarter
ing. One sideways. gliele. I did some soaring
glides, about 15. Longest 59 sec. Very
difficult to stop mic if sliding sideways. One
stall and bump. Sometime.s 40 ft. above
hill.

Oct. 26.-Wind 15-20 decreasing after I
p.m. Warm and sunny. On Big Hill wind
25 m.p.h. on top. Only just enough for
soaring. Put front vane 6i sq. ft. area, 5 ft.
from front edge. Much better steering.
Might be doubJed in effect. Weight of 12
Jbs. 8 ft. from front edge. 25 flights, longest
1 m. 5 s. (Added subsequently: Incorrect
unless it referred to my longest glide]. O.W.
soared 21 min. and landed above start.
Nearly OVi:r the crest. O.W. repaired my
watch. Sand in escapement.

Ocl. 27.-Calm and sunny ...
Oct. 28.-Raining and blowing hard.

Took down machine for fittings.
Oct. 29.-Left for Manteo.
Oct. 3I.-Arrived Dayton.
Nov. I-Left for New York.

.••1I_1I1••·~~··
,.~ ....._-

. . ... _-

'.

From Orville Wright's Diary
act I6.-(Wind] 12-14 miles from N.B.
West Hill: three glides. Shot up at

landing and dropped about 6 ft., bending
rear centre uprights. Horizontal rudder
too small. Vert. rudder too small (7i ft.
area, 7 ft. in rear of back edge of surface).
Put on a vane on front upright. Vane was
one of rear rudder planes of 1905 machine,
18 in. x 6 ft.

Kill Devil Hill: After one glide, in which
I pitched forward out of machine, put on
larger rudder, 38 inx8 ft. 10 in., using
<:enter of 1905 rudder. Afterwards made
glide of 637 ft. in curved line (plus] 586 ft.
in straight line. Angle 7" 45'. Wind very
light (4 mL). Time 23 seconds.

Oct. 23.-Light drizzle. First flight,
wires of vert. rudder crossed. In -second
flight, turned over backward when Ogilvie
& Lorin let go. Cause of accident due to
difference in velocity of wind on surface and
6 feet above. Broke vertical & horizontal
rudders.

Oct. 24.~Sunshine. Wind 20-25 m.p.h,

Orville Wright soaring over Kill Devil Hill in the 191J glider in which the record
was set up. Note front panel, pole and bag of sand. (Courtesy Royal Aeronautical

Society.)
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on ground. Wind at to~ [of] hill as high as
40 miles at 6 ft. [above ground], 50 miles
[at] 12 (t. Just below top, 35 miles at height
of 6 ft., 22 miles [at neight 00 6 ft. at
bottom and 30 miles at height of 12 ft.
Made about 20 glides ranging from one
[minute] to 9' min. 45 sec. [Two of) 7 m. 15 s.
[and] 5 m. 29s. more than 5'0 ft. above top
hill. Measured a space of about 40 yards
over which machine seemed to glide
without any loss of speed at an angle 6°.
Hung 8 los. sand 1 ft. out.

Oct. 25.-Wind about 15-18 miles.
Glides on West ,and Kill Devil [Hills].
12 Ibs. sand 8 ft. out. [There follows a list
of glides: lIon West liill of up to 32 secs.,
5 on Little BlIl of up to 5 secs., then 15
on Kill Devil Hill of up to 59 secs.]

Oct. 26.-Wind at top of hill 20-25 miles.
Gliding on Big Hill from 12 to 3. Vane put
Out 5 ft. in front of machine. Control
much improved. [A list of 24 glides
follows: the IQngest are of 2 min. 52 sec.,
and of 2 mill. 25 sec.; in the latter, landing
was higher than start.]

Oct. 27.-Went fishing and to Manteo.
Machine weighs .I 70 .Ibs. in later glides,
incIuq. 12 Ibs. sand.

T- HE Club held a most successful Dinner
and Dance on the 6th October at the

Eccleston Hotel, wbiJ::h was attended by
118 members and friends. The guests of
honour were Edwarii Bowyer, C.B.E.,
Director of the S.B.A.C., and Bill Bedford,
O.B.E., A.F.C., Chief Test Pilot of Hawker
Aircraft. The wast to the guests was
proposed by John Furlong, M.B.E., D.F.C.,
a founder member of the Oub', and Edward
BQwyer replied. Bill Bedford proposed the
toast to the Club and was replied to by
Pat Anderson.

At the Annual General Meeting of the
Club neldon WednesdaY, 23rd October,
the HOn. Secretary, Hugo Trotter, reporte~
a most successful year with a substantial
increase in members.

The following appointments were made
for 1961/62: .

Club Chairman (new appointment):
H. S. S. 'trotter, D.F.C.; Hon. Club ~.
retary: Clifford Tippett; General Com
mittee: Pat Anderson. Yvonnc Bonham:
Treasurer and Lecture Organiser; Mike
Fenton 1 Editor News L,etter; Jill Walker:
Secretary to Committee and Organiser of
Coffee Bar.; Ron Willbie: Chairman Wine
Committee.

The Club's Annual Exhibition, a Com
petition of Aeronautical Paintings and
Drawings, is reported fully elsewhere.

FoHowing their success last year, another
series of weekly lectures for ab-initio soaring
pilots is planned for the new year and these
will take place on Mondays at 8 p.m.,
starting the 22nd January. The opening
lecture by Derek Piggott is entitled "The
Art of Soaring". Other titles include
"Navigation and Away Landings", "Met
eorology"; "Accident Prevention", etc. The
fee for the full course will be £1 to members
(non-members 25/-), single lectures 316
(non-members 4/-). Th~re will be a special
rate for married couples bo0king the whole
course in advance. Further details and
Registration Forms may be obtained from
the Club or MIS. Y. Bonham, 14 Little
Brownings, S.E.23. Telephone Forest Hill
9390.

Y.C.B.

Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesday eve'lillgs at 8 p.m.

29th November "Around E[lgIand on In
land Waterw~ys" by A. F.
Gotch.

6th December The wreck 01 Xlendi, by
Frank Irving, with slides.

13th December Films
20th December Grand Christma~Party.
27th December Club closed.
3rd January Films: The early days of

flight from Kitty Hawk to
World War 1. Rise of the
German Luftwaffe.

10th January The aerial delivery of
equipment and stores, by
Maj. J. A. Evans.

17th January Films: Pearl Harbour and
The Battle of ~ritaili.

24th January "Controlling at London
Ail'port."
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A Gold Front in New ~ealand
by Warren Demon

So many outstanding flights in New Zealand have been done in waves to leeward oftire main
moulJtain range lhat a Gold C Distance flight in Q coldfront comes as a novelty. This account

by thl. pi/at is reproduced from ''The Gliding Kiwi."

to explore and study the conditions.
Reached North Canterbury, about 5 miles
inland of Amberley and about 10 miles
ahead of the squall line. Here, at 4,000 ft.,
flying in calm air, when suddenly a weak
thermal (wind shadow) was felt, so decided
10 explOIe this low hilly country for more
thermal to keep us airborne till the front
caught up a Jittle.

The lift improved with height, and at
7,800 ft. the highest pojnt of the flight was
reached. At this stage there was no sign of
the front along the coast, north of Christ
church, and yet inland the -cloud was really
going up, possibly reaching 10,000 ft.

Fortuna'ely] stayed where we were, just
east of Waikari, because suddenly traces of
cloud appeared along the coast, as far
north as Motunau Island. It would seem
that Banks Peninsula had halted the
progress of the front temporarily and Ihat
it was now proceeding up the coast with
renewed vigour. The air in the Waikari
Valley towards Scargill became very rough
as the thermals were displaced.

TUESDAY, 21st February seemed like any
other day at 6 am., ,as we had sheep in

to be dipped; but interest was mainly in the
North-West Wave which looked so inviting.
Soon Gerald Westenra rang from Dun
sandel to see what could be done about
/lying.

After turning the sheep out, my wife and
I were soon on our way. As we reached
Gerald's place, Dick Georgeson also
arrived. Dick at this time was losing
interest in the wave, as he thought a cold
frOnt was coming through to spoil his
plans. Dick then rang the Met. Office to
find his judgement was correct. The front
was reported to be travelling very fast with
plenty of vigour. GeraId had,only a few
days previously, been soaring a similar
front in his Tiger, with the motor off, so
let's try it in a glider Ibis time.

Off to Mr. L. Hopkin's Farm, about a
mile away, to rig. Gerald then came over in
his Tiger and reported the front about 60
miles south, possibly at Timaru. The Tiger
was now ticking overon the end of the rope,
so further brief planning, scaling of baro
graph by Dick, etc., then Gerald towed me
off in the Weihe at 11.25 a.m.

In mild north-west conditions, we headed
south, meeting the front three miles inland
of Ashburton, relea,\ing at 11.55 a.m.,
height 3,900 ft. Turning towards the cold
front, height was lost very rapidly; so,
turning away again and travelling about
2 miles before the front, strong lift was
found. Soon the glider was riding at
6,500 ft., with a ground speed of 40 odd
miles per hour. After release I saw that
Gerald had shut the motor off, but I soon
lost sight of him. He was able to soar for
40 minutes and only restarted the motor to
land back at the take-off field.

Air speed was pushed up to 60 m.p.h. in
an ,attempt to pass over the take-off fil:ld,
but the front beat me by several minu~es,

and in coming too close to the squall line we
fell into the downdraught. Quickly recover
ing from this position by moving wen out
before the front again" I found we were
/lying in calm air, SO took the opportunity
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The Seaward Kaikoura Range runs close
10 the coast and it was then urgent to reach
there before the cloud closed in and cut us
off. Now a race was on. The next~ miles
were to be the fastest ever for the Weihe.
We were indicating 60 m.p.h. with about a
35 m.p.h. wind behind our starboard wing.
Gliding along in this manner, we covered
the 60 miles in about 45 minutes, maintain
ing approximately 5,500 ft.

The cOl'Jntry between Waiau and
Kaikoura is some of the wildest I have ever
passed over in a glider; to make it so quickly
and easily was very gratifying indeed.
Actually, the front did beat me by 10
minutes or so, as the last few miles were in
the downdraught, just behind the front.
Cloud was forming at 6,000 ft. on the south
face of the Seaward Kaikouras (8,500 ft.),
so I turned and flew straight towards the
lower sTopes of the mountain, as we were
then down to a low point of 2,800 ft. The
expected lift was there and just about stood
the glider on its tail; just one turn along the
face of this mountain put 2,000 ft. on the
clock in less than one mile. The lift at this
point on the barograph shows as almost a
vertical line. I have been in strong lift
before, but never before pulled out to get a
less rate of climb. Those mountains look
what they are!

As we were still behind the front, we had
to press on round the next ridge, going up
and down in rapid succession. This took
the flight to a critica1 position 5 miles or so
inland, up the Hapuka River. There seemed
to be no roads, no landing areas and no lift.
To make progress to the coast was im
possible against such a wind. After the
previous experience in against the moun
tains, I waited to get a clue before venturing
any further north through this area. A
careful look below at the river bed disclosed
a track and smallholding paddock which
could be used as a landing field in an
emergency, and gave me enough confidence
to press on into what appeared to be a large
area of down. ]t was 5 or 6 miles to
Clarence River, so we made a dash for it
and caught up the leading part of the front
again. As we now flew near the coast, the
air once again became wave-smooth and
made very pleasant flying for the next 25
miles.

Reaching Benmore (4,080 ft.) at a height
of 6,500 ft., with a' turn towards Omaka
(home of the Marlborough Gliding Club), a
final glide of 25 miles seemed possible. By
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the time we were over Seddon the altimeter
was showing 3,300 ft., which made Omaka
and the Dashwood Pass less attractive than
before. So a look at the map showed very
little advantage in distance by pressing on
to Omaka. There were several good landing
areas near to Seddon Township, so I chose
one and reached for the brake, thee
changed my mind, deciding to watch the
progress of the front for a few more
minutes. It gave the impression of weaken
ing, and this was later confirmed, as it didn't
reach Seddon with any force behind it.

Landing at 16.40 hrs. on a paddock,
which turned out to be the local air-strip, ]
found myself surrounded by the usual
crowd ofsmall boys and the village mongrel,
which proceeded to irrigate the parachute
which T had placed on the wing tip!

Among the first to arrive was Peter
Francis from the Marlborough Gliding
Club, with John Tombs and others. A dash
to the Post Office and 10 minutes later my
wife was rather pleased to hear from me.

Peter and John organised a truck, and
very soon we had the Weihe stored for the
night in John's shed. John and his wife
invited me to stay tbe night, and we had a
very pleasant evening talking Gliding.

Next morning my wife arose at 4 a.m.
and left at 5 a.m. for the 222-mile journey
with the trailer, reaching Seddon 7 hour$
later. This brought to a close our first
experience of soaring on a cold front and
concluded with my possible gain of a Gold
C badge (we hope).

An interesting flight, covering 193 miles
in 4 hrs. 45 mim., and u:i1izing three of the
four types. of lift, namely, Cold Front,
Thermal, and Hill.
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Debate about a Subsidy
fidence in the boys he was instructing, and
thus the A.T.e. achieved what the Outward
Bound School sets out to achieve. But he
believed in giving small subsidies to existing
gliding centres rather than setting up a new
organisation on the lines of the Outward
Bound School, since those who attend it
have no opportunity for continuing the
same activities afterwards. A party of boys
from an Approved School, who came to
Lasham for a gliding course, gave no
trouble at all; this was an example of the
sort of thing which could be done if a
Government subsidy was available. In
.addition, there was a strong argument for
giving subsidies to University Gliding Clubs
especially to enable people like aero-
dynamicists to take a gliding course.

A strong argument which, Derek Piggott
thought, would appeal to his audience was:
"What's in it for us?" The days of a
gliding movement solely for small clubs
were over, and it was unrealistic 'to suppose
that we could ever go back to those days.
Only a large centre could provide the
facilities needed now, and the Government
could with advantage subsidize one or two
large centres run on business lines; these
large centres would require considerable
capital to make them effective. Money
would be wanted for gliders, winches and
other equipment,a clubhouse, and, last
but not least, those who work so hard for
little pay-the Instructors!

You might say, he continued, that you've
got to have money, but it must not be
Government money, for fear that it would
lead to Government control. But we
already had Government control, for
instance, in the matter of Airways and the
demands of the Ministry of Agriculture for
airfields. So why not make them pay? We
have reached a stage in the history of
gliding when we've got to have one or two
large centres.

PHJUP WILLS took up first the point about
the pelrol tax rebate, saying that gliden>
were not being "given" anything; they were
merely being let off an impost-their petrol
tax was less of an exaction than it would
otherwise be.

As an example of a country with sub·
sidized gliding. he mentioned France, where
the subsidy is about £1,000,000 a year..
Half the cost of gliding then goes to the
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"THAT Gliding should be Government-
subsidized" was the motion before the

Kronfeld Club on 4th October, when David
Carrow took the chair for a stimulating
debate and introduced the leading speakers.

For the motion was Derek Piggott, C.F.I.
at Lasham; against it was Philip Wills. The
seconders were both from the legal pro
fession: Lionel Alexander of Cambridge
Club, for the motion, works in a Govern
ment Department; and Mike Riddell, of
London Club, against the motion, is in
private practice.

DEREK PIGGon opened by saying he
could not quite understand why they were
debating this motion at all, as gliding is
already subsidized-"Which of y.ou would
like to give back the petrol rebate?" So he
proposed an amendment :"That the Govern
ment subsidy should be increased to such
an amount that gliding in this country will
be really efficient,"

How can a subsidy be justified? While in
the Air Training Corps he had noticed a
tremendous change in character and con-
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State to P<i<Y for the large organisation of
GovenJ.!I1ent servants needed to run the
subsidy-and this is, of course, what
happens ,with any subsidy. Consequently
an Olympia, for instance, costs double
what it does in England, and there is little
or no private ownership of gliders in such a
country. Moreover, it is not the G<lvem
ment who pay, but the public at large.
Without a subsidy, we are in a very much
better position to resist State Control-in
fact, we are freer than any other country
in the world.

LroNEL ALExANDER reiterated that British
gliding is in fact subsidized already, and
mentioned, as examples, the "uneconomic"
price of Lasham airfield, the buyers of
furniture whose money goes towards
cheapening gliders. and a Government
surplus 5-t<>n lorry with Rolls Royce engine
which the Cambridge Club got for only
£100. Where, he asked, do private sources
get the money to give us gifts from? The
Inland Revenue! As to the fear that we
might lose o\lr independence, the Judiciary
are independent in spite of being Govern
ment servants, and Universities I'emain
independent in spite of Government
subsidies.

MIKE RroDELL denied that the advantages
mentioned could be described as Govern-
ment ,subsidies. A subsidy was bound to
lead to some form ofcontrol. Sports which
have had subsidies have got nowhere--light
aircraft flying is an example. Gliding, on
the contrary, has come a long way. A good
export market for our glider manufacturers
is better than any subsidy.

WALLY KAHN described as nonsell!ie the
idea that youngsters can't pay (or their
gliding. As an example of what happens
when they don't, one firm paid for its
gliding club members to go to Lasham for
training, and within a year the club packed
up. If people didn't earn what they wanted
to spend, we would become a race of bigger
morons than we were already.

DAYID ROBSON (London) said that glicjing
is primarily a sport, and any "character
building" that resulted from it is incidental.
As to delinquents, if you let your convict
fly an Olympia 28, his warder must fly an
Olympia 419 so as to keep up with him. He
thought there was a good case for subsidies
in the indirect form described by Lionel
Alexander.

BILL CREASE (Cambridge) claimed that
the aforementioned £100 lorry destroyed
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the case for a subsidy, for it was the biggest
White Elephant ... (A voire: "C.U.G.c.
should not wash the,ir dirty lil1eJ'l in
public").

GODFREY HARWOOD (Crown Agents)
suggested that a Government subsidy
would put us in the case of a man who is
dancing to the piper, (philip Wills:
"Which piper?").

MURRAY HAYF:S (Royal Naval G.S.A.),
supporting the motion, said that everyone
makes sacrifices, so the gliding movement
should make the sacrifiee of accepting a
subsidy.

MAX BACON (Bannerdown R.A.F.) had
not found j,t a hindran<:e to be in a sub
sidized organisat·ion.

WALLY KAHN was afraid that. if the
Government were going to subsidize us,
they would want an end product, and if this
was to be Youth, we would be in the
position of the Iron Curtain countries
where all those below a certain age get free
flying and the others find it extremely
difficul1 to fl'y at all.

BRENN1G JAMES (Surrey) related his
experience or a Service Club where many
members jusl did one or two hours in the
airand then gave it up; a £I,OOO~OOO subsidy
might go towa'rds paying for that sort of
thing. It is nD use using money to put
people into gliding who can't afford to
carry on when the money is switched off.

On this another spCakier commented
that Ihere are people who put so much
money into gliding that they want tD give it
up but can't.

BETS" WOODWAR,D (U.S.A.) asked : "Why
do we want all these young people eoming
in? As the years go by, I want to see older
people."

After PH1LlP Wn"Ls and DEREK PJGGOTT
had surnmed up for their respective sides,
the motion was put to the House, and there
voted-

For the Motion, 27.
Against the Motion, 35.

The Motion "That gliding shQuld be
Govemment-subsidized" was therefore lost.

A.E.S.

On Being a Wills
by=Mike Bird

GOOD flights are easier done than said. starting an article have equal difficulty in
"Of all .the "howidunits" that we hear stopping. So on it grinds, thermal b¥

Of read, how many convey the excitement thermal. One club magazine a few years
and beauty of the flight itself? And how back devoted eight pages to two uneventful
many are dead as, mutton? flights of 40-50 miles because the writers

A typical extract might run: ••... then didn't. know when to stop.
r got a good thermal .at 7 f.p.s. over Luton The top author/pilot avoids the deadening
to 4,300 ft. and set off on track at 60 kts., effects of time-lag by getti"g down to his
and then r got rather low near Hitchin and typewriter immediately he is bade on rhe
scratched around forten minutes at 1,100 ft., ground. Perhaps even, as \le Lops from
and then r got aw~y again at 3 f.p.s. up to cloud to cloud, with a Dalton computer
4,900 ft. over Letchworth, and then I set strapped to one knee and a Roget's
off again ... " Thesaurus strapped to t~ other, he is

To reverse the Chinese proverb, ten balancing "ivory-eapped towers of alto-
thousand words, do the work of a little cumulus castellatus" against "sun-dappled
picture-a barograph trace and ,a line on a meadow. and tuJgey woodlands sprawling
map. toy-like below ..." However" no amount

In fact one suspects this is how such. of golden prose excuses an unwillingness to
"howidunits" get written. The Editor ofthe part with factual information. Unless you
Club Newsletter, or whatever it is, about a are well known in the movement, the phrase
month after Fred Fumble got a Diamond, "good old Skylark" wiJI simply madden us
says he must, of course, have an article on if we do not know whether it is a 2 01: a 3.
it. Fred only dimly remembers the details of Again, the distance covered and times of
the fligh.t, sa he digs out his maps and take-off and landing might as, well be
barograph trace as a guide and conscien- mentioned: knock out a few adjecl ives and
tiously flogs himsdf to chronicle the whole you can fit them in.
business. People who have difficulty in To be fair, the editor must help the writer
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with a standard of production equal to the
writing. The story may open pfomisingly
" ... the first leg of the task was going to be
fairly straightforward. Once one got away
from the ;/;ero-wind bungey-Iaun.ch into the
rock-strewn valley of Pradjwzk and soared
S.S.W. for 35 miles to the northern spur of
the Krajcownje mOJsi! only a few versts
west of the Ruritania-U.S.S.R. frontier,
then hill-soared ill. cloud on a course of
185 0 for 40 kilometers to the BlwJj river, a
quick dash E.S. E. frOiU here would bring
one to the notorious rotor-clouds of the
central Malwcyzk plateau. The next leg
would be more tricky, unless the rain had
stopped by then ... "

Only there are no maps. Accordingly, the
article is only more successful than Fred
Fumble's by virtue of its vivid descriptions
of prangery and on aOCQunl of a sojourn
with the Immigration Olmmissar in the
Popovnograd People's Palace of Torture
while awaiting the retrieve crew, which,like
the reader, got completely lost after
Pradjwzk.

Indignant protests from the "Howidunit"
Writers' Union: "You are asking us 10
write only of record flights in exotic
surroundings wi'h lavish illustrations, des
cribed with the skill of Wills himself, who
can make a high hop sound thrilling. Well,
we can't do it, mate."

No, !Jut what you can do is tell us jlhout
the most fascinating thing of all-Ihe
deciJions which make the difference belween
success and f/lilUlre. Instead of talking as
though the flight was a series of things that
happened 10 you, talk as though it was a
series of things that you did. Top pilots are
sl!J)posed to be the masters, not the victims,
Qf fortune. They play bridge, not bingo.
We want the master tacticians to spill their
secrets.

Unfortunately they are often too modest:
"Shucks, I was just very lucky," or, "Well,
it was due to my crew/the 'CookwelI vario/
my mother, etc." They are not only modest
but, in many cases, are unaware of why
they are better than the rest of us.

The solution Illay be to dispense with
accounts of s,ingle flights and to go in for
detailed de-briefing of pilots after task
flights. The most interesting "howidunits"
are to be heard in the bar from half-a-dozen
chaps who tried the same task on the same
day. You know the sort of discussion:
... , . big mistake was leaving so late ...
working all right on the sunny side ... kept
over hilly country ... not worth going iutQ
c1<>ud before 3 o'clock . . . paid to wind
round at 45 0 early on ... impatience did for
me ... was worth a gamble, I thought ..."

A few free pints and a tape recorder,.
together with met. notes and barographs,
would provide the basic material which
could later be organized into a fi.rst.dass
"howidunit".

From this we would all learn something,
whatever our level of experience. And for
readabihty-well, you would probably find
that in his natural surroundings Fred
Fumble is a lot more entertaining than he
fS in cold print.

COOK VARIOME'I'ER
The first four places in the 1961 National
Championships were taken 'hy pilots who
t!sed Cook Variometers.

'Cook variometers are not damaged by
heavy landings or vibrations and four
years world wide experier.ce has proved
it to be the m?st reliable instrument of
its kind.
Accuracy is not affecfed by t~mperaturcs

between -15°C and +45°C.

W,it~10' ducrjplj,'~ l~alle, and .add,~ss 01 Oil'

agent in your counlry fo:

The Cobb-Slater Instrument
Co. Ltd.,

Darley Dale, Matlock, Derbyshire,
EnglaDd
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Goal Tyszowce
by Ann Welch

O N 20th June I was lucky enough to have
the opportunity for a 5ClO-km. flight.

But I very nearly did not take it because,
having spent the previous three days
missing out on meals and sleep as a result
of the last trip, I did not feel enthusiastic
about eight hours of concentration with a
probable landing in yet another remote
place. However, I was driven into the air
at 09.50 in a Jaskofka, unknown to me until
three minutes before take-off, clutching a
mile of map and a bottle of cold tea. Eight
hours and five minutes later it was at my
pre-declared goal of Tyszowce (pronounced
Tisofshe) 525 kms. distant. and eight miles
short of the Russian border.

I propose to describe the flight in terms
of what I learnt from it, because, owing to
the lack of instruction in soaring, it seems
only possible to learn from mistakes and
experience. The pundits are those who
learn quickly and effectively, and I am
certainly no pundit, having taken 25 years
to, get. this far. •

The best preparation that I had for this
flight was, in fact. the thing which nearly
caused me not to start at all-the flight of
3 days before. This was on the occasion
of the last task of the Polish Nationals,
the 500-km. race to Hrubieszow. At
11 a.m. the competitors started to take
otT, clearing away fairly quickly, and at
12.15 I left in a Jaskolka to attempt the
same f1ighL Nearly all of us landed between
6.30 and 6.45. Twenty pilots flew over
500 kms., and 50 over 350 kms. I went
380 kms. This meant that, at the speed I
was fiying, even if I had taken off first, and
had the extra hour in the air, I would still
have made only about 450 kms. Others
had flown fast enough to succeed; why had
I been so slow?

When considering 5ClO-km. flights, it
has to be accepted that the weather is
excellent. It is not simply a matter of being
lucky or clever. If the weather is not good
enough, the flight is impossible, even tor
ptmdits, and that is aU there is to it. If,
however, the forecast gives indications of
5(X).jcm. possibilities, and an attempt is to
be made, the pilot must devote all his
,energ.ies to usiJ;)g the weather to the limit,
and forget, in ge\leral, about mundane
things like having to land prematurely.

It did not require much thought to realise
that on the 3SQ-km. flight I had wasted
time (1) dithering about at the moment of
going away, (2) not finding the strongest
part of the thermals quickly enough, (3)
hanging on to some thermals too long in
weaker lift at the top, (4) failing to discard
feeble thermals quickly enilugh, and (5)
flying too slowly between thermals. I do
not reckon that I wasted any time naviga
tionally, and remained in the air as late as
anyone else, but it was obvious that unless
I could very quickly learn to fly much
faster, I was not capable of doing 500 krns.
even if the weather was good enough. It was
a depressing thought.

Then came 20th June and I found myself
airborne with opportunity, but doubtful
ability.

At that time, 10 a.m., there was about
2/S cumulus at SOO metres, rather ragged
and short-lived. The thermals were very
weak but with strong cores, which were
narrow and hard to discover. The wind
was light N.W. (track E.S.E.). By midday
the wind had increased to 25 k.p.h. at
1,000 metres. Almost at once I found
myself committing fault 1 again. I dithered
about, finding scraps of lift, losing them,
drifting away from Leszno, getting worried
about the forest a few miles downwind
which, if I glided across failing to find lift,
would probably result in my landing and
being too l~e for a second go. Determined
to finish the flight there and then, rather
than at 490 kms., I turned downwind at
700 metres and went.

There were some ragged clouds ahead,
with weak lift, but under Qne I located a

Repairs ...
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Meteorological briefing at tire Polislr National Clrampionslrips 01 Leszno.

narrow, stronger core and reached cloud
base at 850 metres, where the lift died away.
Again I turned straight on course, making
for some more and better cumulus. Steadily
the sky developed a more organised
appearance and an hour after starting I was
grateful for a cloud base which had hoisted
itself to l,ooo metres. I was extremely
depressed -about my prospects, however,
when I crossed the lOO-km. mark, bec.ause
it had taken me 2t hours, and a simple
multiplication sum indicated that I would
still need to be soaring after dark! It was
difficult to decide in this weaker lift of the
early day where I could save time without
unnecessarily increasing the risk of pre
mature landing. In spite ofmy resolutions
about cutting away from thermals when the
lift deteriorated, it was difficult to be brave
enough to do this when the strongest part
of the lift was only I metre/sec. and began
to weaken at less than I,000 metres.

By about 12.15 the sky was full of
cumulus, and a study of the shadows on the
ground showed that nowhere was there any
sign of over-eonvection and the distribution
had a pleasantly ordered look about it.
ThroughQut the flight, from now on,
spending much of the time at cloud base, I
was influenced in my selection of next cloud
to a large extent by the shape of its shadow
sometimes more than by the cloud itself,
which through the grey fringe of my own
one could not, of course, be clearly seen.

The sec.ond hundred kilometres was done

in I·} hours, and the third in It hours; -cloud
base rose steadily to 1,600 metres and
thermal cores were now giving me good
bits up to 3 metres/sec.

The problem of staying in the air, unless
one made a very stupid mistake, now did
not seriously exist, although occasionally
an excellent-looking cloud somehow simply
lacked any sort of lift; and since [ was, in
general, using clouds about five miles apart,
I hoped I would not run into a sequence of
such useless things. In such cases, or where
the lift did not seem up to standard, I did
not waste time doing more than the one
exploratory circle, but went straight on at
whatever speed the MacCready ring on my
variometer demanded-at this stage of the
flight, about lOO k.p.h., although later I
was travelling between thermals at up to
115 k.p.h., which is the fastest speed
indicated for the Jaskolka.

So far I had managed to keep within
five kms. of my map line, working mostly
on the downwind side of it, and not worry
ing about this until I spotted a really good
cumulus ahead and upwind of the line
when, provided the sky further ahead still
looked reasonable, J would make up my
leeway.

Navigation was no real problem, as the
air was clear and the maps good; but,
nevertheless, so that I would not be fiddling
about with navigalional problems when
there were other more important things to
do, J divided out the work into a clear~ut
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order. The three essentials when flying
cross-country are (a) finding a good thermal,
(b) centering in it, and (c) flying in the right
direction. All these three demand (from me
anyway) full concentration, and to try to do
two at once would have increased enorm
ously the risk of a wrong decision.

Obviously, the first essential was to find
the next thermal and to make as certain as
possible, in advance, that it would be the
right one. This takes time, as it is a matter
of studying the development of the sky
ahead-not only the nearer cumulus, but
fiu ahead as well:, as, in the case of an
altemative choice ef next clouds, it is the
further sky which may well dictate the
selection.

Having got properly centred in the
current thermal, I transferred my entire
attention, other than if n,eeding drastically
to re-centre, to deciding which cloud I was
going to use next and, Oil ~adng clQud
base, noting some mark on the ground
which would remain in view unless I let
myself get fully enveloped in cloud. As the
ground faded I straightened up precisely on
this mark, increasing speed really hard so
as to follow the cloud' base. On clearing
the lift, area I transferred (after slowing
down) to my best CT0ss-country speed and
went to the next cloud.

Since the decision as to which this was to
be had already been taken, I could use the
straight glide spells to conCentrate on the
navigation, average speeds and any drift
problems. Since the visibility was gooq I
found that I made little use of the compass
(I had no Cook), and worked almost

entirely on map-reading The visibility was
J5-20 miles, and I was therefore able to
determine features that I ought to cross or
go between equivaJent la two thermals
ahead, and select ground features from
which I could obtain the appropriate angle
to fly. As the next cloud was approached
I had my navigartional progress planned,
and cOltlld be single-minded about locatiJ\g,
and centering in, the best part of the thermal,
This I found most difficult ofall, particll'larly
if the lift did not come up to expectations.
The temptation to waste time trying to
work the lift up into something better when
one clearly ought to ruthlessly cut one's
losses and go on was considerable. Having,
however, got properly into the thermal,
then the whole cycle would begin again (now
including a re-positioning of myself on the
most excruciatingly uncomfortable seat I
have ever sat on).

I make no apologies for going into this
rather arbitrary separat,ion of work at sosnc
length, as I am sure that many wrong
decisions and" therefore" premature I'and
iogs are made because the flight develops
into a series of minor crises in avoiding
getting lost or dithering over a choice of
clouds because insufficient time has been
devoted to the particular problem in time.
All this comes naturally to real pundits and
there are, of course, occasions on a ffight
when all one's attention has to be devoted
to something desperate like just staying
airborne. In general, however, I am sure
it pays to separate out the work to be done,
so that full concentration can be devoted to
each important decision.

Helpers
beside
Ann Welch's
Jaskolka.
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Warren Storey
Sailplane and Glider

Servicing

*THRUXTON AERODROME, ANOOVER

{
WEYHILl 588

Telephone: ANDOVER 3857

but I was not now unduly pushed for time
unless I got row and lost a lot of time having
to scramble about in really feeble lift.

The country below was a mixture of large,
dark forests and the gIlCCn, low-lying and.
very empty plains, Villages and towns were
remote. By 5 p.m. the cloud~ had lost their
crispness and had that faded, yellow and
sagging look, but I was still managing' to
keep above 3,000 ft., 'although with im
patience at my reduced ground speed. I
probably slowed down a bit earlier thart was
necessary, but was determined to make as
sure as I could of the elusive last few
kilometres.

At 5.30 I saw another laskolka circling
a little distance away. We joined each other
as first one found 'a better c.ore, and then
the other, and to my delight I realised that
he was obviously going for the same goal.
This was a relief, as I had no further details
about my destination except that it was "a
landing field to the east of the village".
Slowly we worked our way along until,
suddenly, the other Jaskolka peeled off, and
nose·down went for the goal. I did a few
more cireIes in no sink, watching him to
check that his intentions were the same as
mine, lj.nd then went after him, but flying
slowly in order to get there with enough
height. to properly locate the field. In due
course I saw the sun glint on his wings as
he turned into the field, and thep saw a
coloured blob of parked gliders. Crumpling
the mile of map under my left elbow I dived
after him and went into the place where he
had landed and was being pushed out of
the way by hundreds of children. At five to
six I arrived on the "field", which consisted
of about 150 yards of very hard grass
covered mole hills and sloped firmly
downhill into a duck pond, which I missed
by six feet.

L~aj/elS from

"COSIM" WORKS, DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYS.

'Phone: Darley Dale 2138

(obb-5laler Inst. CO. Ltd.

tOSI~1 VARIO~IETERS
need no introduction

Where tbel'e is Gliding ther~areCOSIMS
3,000 in use all over the World

Price £8.13s.8d. (ex works)
Records gained at Notional and'

Internatiollial Championships

Also

"Cook" Electric Variometers
"Cook'" Compas.~~

Irving Venturis
"Cosim" Best Speed Scale Holders

Water Traps and Nose Pitot~

At exactly 3 p.m. I reached the 3QO.km.,
line, Cloud base was now nearly 2,000
metres and the thermals strong, 'Ihis was
the time to really push as, unless I was very
stupid, there was a spell of weather ahead
out of which it would be difficult to drop.
For some time I had been discarding all
lift under 2 metres/sec., provid~ that I was
about 1,000 metres, which r regarded as my
tactic-ehanging height. Now I stepped this
up to 3 metres/sec., which meant that I
rarely circled at all, merely slowing up in
lift and speeding up again as soon as it
faded. It was with pleasure that I crossed
the 400-km. line at 4 p.m., 100 kms. in the
hour. I now knew that I could reach my
goal, 125 kms. further on, provided that I
did not make a silly mistake.

Shortly afterwards I crossed the Vistula
at 1,500 metres and entered that part of
Poland which has a reputation for being
poor soaring country. I did not see any
apparent reason for believing this, but
decided to go carefully and to make every
allowance for the declining day. Quite
arbitrarily, although the lift was still strong,
I decided to accept anything over 1 metre/
sec. unless there was anything else close by
which looked much better. I realised this
would reduce my average speed appreciably,
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National Glider Aerobatic Contest
THE fifth aerobatic conlest at Dunstable,

and the fourth to be designated National,
began on 24th September with a long wait
for the cloud base to lift. So lunch was put
forward and flights began at 1.30 p.m.,
though even then the intended release height
of 2,500 ft. was not possible. The (official)
lower limit for aerobatics was 500 ft. above
ground.

The Judges were, as before, the Lockheed
International Aerobatic Trophy Panel,
though their Chairman, Maj. Oliver
Stewart, was unfortunately prevented from
coming. A. W. "Bill" Bedford joined them
as Gliding Adviser. Their report is given
below.

Fifteen competitors entered with nine
sailplanes; Godfrey Harwood's Swallow,
with its smoke producer, was shared by
four pilots. The five to score highest were,
in order:-

1. A. D. Piggott
2. Fit. Lt. B. B. Sharman (J959 winner)

Derek Piggoft (above) and B. B. Sharman.
(Photo by Tony Marshalf, courtesy "Daily
Telegraph").

3. D. A. Smith (J 957 winner)
4. FIt- Lt. L. Kurylowicz
5. G. W. Scarborough
Everyone was automatically in a spot

landing competition, the shortest distances
from the target being:-

B. B. Sharman, 3 ft. 1r in.
G. W. Scarborough. 4 ft. 0 in.
A. S. Loveland, 6 ft. 0 in.
A height judging contest and a long

distance toy balloon competition were
among the entertainments. Visitors
included the Mayor and Mayoress of
Dunstable.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Theodore McEvoy,
Presideht of the R.A.F. Gliding and
Soaring Association, presented the prizes,
which included the Jack Hanks Trophy for
the winner.

A cross-eountry race to Henlow and back
proved too difficult in the poor conditions;
John Williamson got furthest to Sharpen
hoe, and other participants were Mike
Fairman, Roger Mann, Geoffrey Stephen
son, George Burton and Alfred Wannioger.

REPORT OF THE JUDGES

DUE to low cloud it was agreed that the
maximum height for release would be

set at 1,600 ft. It was appreciated that this
would seriously restrict the scope of the
competitors, particularly those using gliders
of lower efficiency. Although the weather
slowly cleared towards the end of the
competition, the height limit~.tion had to
be adhe.l'ed to. The wind was from the
south-west with a strength of 6 to 8 knots.
Visibility was good.

Several competitors lost marks owing to
poor positioning, tending to get too far
overhe'ld and particularly to the left of the
judges and into the sun. An innovation by
three competitors was the use of smoke, and
in one or two cases this was cleverly used
during the looping manoeuvres to indicate
the figure achieved. The standard generaIJy
was high in spite of the height handicap.
There were few cases ofcompetitors coming
marginally low, but one competitor (Brid
son) denied himself any chance ofsuccess by
finishing his performance well below the
mimimum height allowed. Only two
competitors really achieved a convincingly
co-ordinated and concentrated demonstra-
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The Lockheed International AerobaJic Trophy Panel, plus "Bilr' Bedford. judging the
Competition.

(Photo by Tony Marshall. cow',tesy "Daily Telegraph".)

tion with a definite "sign off" at the
termination of it. This may have been
partly due to the height limitation which
forced the competitors to hurry their act.

Individual Perfonnances
D. A. SMITH, London G.c. (Swallow).

PLACED 3Rt>. Did a well co-ordinated act
which was slightly misplaced to the south. He
showed skill and accuracy in his manoeuv
res. His landing finished 43 ft. from the
mark.

H. E. K. POOlE. R.A.F. Windrushel,'S
(Olympia 28). Was appreciably misplaced
to the south and lacked scope and origin·
a1ity. He was clearly handicapped by the
height. limitation. His landing errOr was
only 8 ft. 6 in.

J. R. JEFFERIES, London G.c. (Skylark 2).
Cleverly seemed to'find a thermal and gained
some height before starting his act. but he
also was too far to the south. He also
lacked scope, perhaps for the same reason
as the others-lack of height. Landing
error: 57 ft.

1. ARGENT" London a.C. (Olympia 2a).
Was better placed, generally wen in front
of the judges, and starled off well with a
spin. This, however, lost him altitude which
seemed to reduce his chances of developing
a full act. Landing error: 32 ft. 10 in.

J. E. G. H....RWOOD. Crown Agents G.c.
(Swallow). Was generally well placed but
strayed to the south on one occasion. He
used smoke and with it cleverly indicated
the path of a loop with a neat kink in it on

the dive out. Landing error: 16 ft.
D. S. BRlDSON, R.A.F. Cranwell (Skylark

2). Was misplaced appreciably to the south.
His repertoire was commendably varied
but he continued it when at a very low
altitude, which lost him any chance of
success in the cruupetition. Landing error:
10 ft.

A. DOUGHTY, London G.c. (Kite 2).
Was very well placed in the centre of tbe
display area. He induded a spin in his act
which was well co-ordinated and con
centrated. Landing error: 25 ft. 10 in.

A. S. LOVELAND. R.A.F. Windrushers
(Olympia 2a). Was well placed only
slightly off centre (south) of the area. He
included a spin in his act which tended to
inhibit further scope. Landing err@r: 6 ft.

R. A. C. KENDALL, R.A.F. Andover
(Olympia 2a). Started too far south of the
display area and did not succeed in position
ing. himself more accurately during his act.
He als<l came too far overhead of the judges.
At the end of his show he also came
marginally low. His act, however, was
promising. Landing error: 43 ft. 2 in.

H. DIMOCK, Portsmouth Naval a.c.
(Swallow). Started well in the centre of the
area and, except for one minor lapse
towards the north. maintained an excellent
position. He used smoke to emphasise, his
manoeuvres, which were well done, but he
ended his act marginally low in altitude.
Laading error: 21 ft. 5 in ..

L. KURYLOWICZ; R.A.F. Benson (Olympia
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28). PLACED 4TH. He started well in
position and maintained his position
throughout a smooth and well co-ordinated
act which included a spin. He showed good
artistry in finishing his act with a definite
"sign off" in front of the judges. Landing
error: 45 ft. 8 in.

A. D. PIGGOTT, Lasham G.c. (Olympia
403). WINNER OF COMPETmON. He
exploited the potentialities of his Olympia
403 well, particularly with his inverted
flying and a square loop, which was well
done. Except for one very minor lapse to
the south, his positioning was excellent.
Landing error: 25 ft. 8 in.

G. W. SCARBOIlOUGK, London G.c.
(Skylark 2). PLACED 5rn. He produced a
well co-ordinated and accurate performance

with wide but good positioning. Landing
error: 4 Ct.

F. D. CRETNEY, R.A:F. Wessex (Dlympia
28). Positioned himself weJl, although
slightly south of the centre of the area. He
lacked variation in his act. Landing error:
10 ft.

B. B. SHARMAN, R.A.F. Wessex (Swallow).
PLACED 2ND. His inverted flying was most
commendable and accurate and he fre
quently finished a manoeuvre in the
inverted ~ition. It was particularly
noticeable that he carefully corrected his
position in the display area on completing
each manoeuvre. He cleverly used his
smoke to the best advantage for manoeuv
res, such as loops, where it is most impres
sive. Landing error: 3 ft. I1 in.

Gliding Wife's Tale
TT happens to us all, especially to that
J. entirely "separate". and long-suffering
female, the gliding wife!

Apart from the usual discussions of last
week-end's achievements (if any) and next
week-end's aspirations, there was now a
more urgent note in his voice. He spent the
whole week with his chin tilted skywards,
watched every weather forecast on the telly,
scanned the newspapers and~ breath
less with excitement! As Saturday
approached there were supplies to buy,
provisions laid in, goods of nutritious
value-health-giving, life-giving. life-saving!
Sultanas, fruit, nuts (no, too dry-ehoco
late), and something to fortify in easy
sandwiches, '''cos I'll have me hands full."

Yes, of course, the first cross-eountry!
More poring over maps, discussions with

a continuous stream of mates, both on and
off the telephone. Has there ever been so
much advice so freely given? Each one
anxious to make his contribution by advice
and tales of their own experieru:es--each
one contrary to the other! Detailed
arrangements for information, choice of
base telephone (this was a private syndicate),
is the car in good running order? Make
sure the tank is full, don't take chances.
Check the trailer-it might mean a journey
home through the night, so we must be sure
of the lights; take torches, the big lamp,

just in case! Thermos full of hot soup for
the weary but triumphant pilot.

After a very long and arduous week, the
day dawned.. Conditions good. Much
excitement. Rush to get to the site-have
we got everything? Who has the maps?
Where's the parachute? It was on the
breakfast table a minute ago; somebody
removed it to the bedroom.

Out to the field and more elaborate
checks, our hearts aflutter, butterflies in the
turn as I wonder will he be all right? Will
he go on for ever? Will he land in the sea?
(A close friend had recently lost his way
and had to -come down as the sea-shore
hove into sight!)

Strap the man in, complete his trip with
sunglasses, food, drink-what else might he
need? Isn't it the Japanese who see their
loved ones into the Land of Eternity with
all the goods for a future life? Was a
journey into space like this?

At last a launch and away. The Oly
disappearing into a gorgeous blue sky and
heading into the afore-planned direction.
We jump into the car as he glides away,
away to-where?

To an airfield, practically a neighbour,
usually something with noisy jets ... four
miles away, and was promptly arrested!

'Nuf said ...
M.A.B.
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British Gliding Associati'On News
B.G.A. Secretary

Miss Frances Leighton took over as
Secretary of the Association from Miss
Anthea Russell on BIb Novemter.
A.G.M. and Ball

The Annual General Meeting of the
RG.A. will be held on Saturday. 10th
March 1962. The Annual Ball will be held
durilJg the same week-end; details will be
3IU10unced later.
Standards (01' Private Owners

A new minimum standard has been
agreed by Council for Private Owner
Members/Groups. All members of a group
who are to fly as pilot-in-charge must hold
a C certificate and have at least 10 hours'
flying as first pilot unless one member of
the group holds a RG.A. Instructor's
Category.
Census of Civil Air Traffic

To obtain statistical information on air
traffic, the Ministry of A:viation is planning
to take a weekly census at six-month
intervals. TI,e RG.A. has agreed to
co-operate by forwarding sets of cards,
produced by the Ministry, 10 the owners of
gliriers. Every aircraft airborne over the
U.K. is being asked to state its position,
height, and route every hOur, on the hQur.
during the census week. For the first
census from 4th·lOih December it will be
possible to fill in the cards from flying log
sheets, those machines which are not

airborne on the hour giving a "iI return.
Aero-Towing Service

The Tiger Club offer a glider-tcwing
service. It is equipped wilh Tiger Moths
for this purpose and has over ten pilots who
have all completed a minimum of 12 tows.
They would be prfpared to come to any
men1ber·dub·s field, subject only to the
aerodrome owner's ·permission. on the
following terms:-

Ferry lime from Redhill. to and from
field, 305. per hour.

Tow to 1,500 ft., 12s. 6d.
Tow to 2,000 ft., 15s.
Beyond 2.000 ft., an additional 1/3d.

per minute.
Conlact (giving if possible 7-10 days'

notice) K. S. Smith, Esq., Glider Towing
Secretary, The Tiger Club, RedhiIl Aero
drome, NUlfield. Surrey.
Whitbread Bursaries

Instructors are reminded that impecun
ious beginners can app'ly for a bursary to
help wilh Iheir flying fees. Forms are
obtainable from the B.G.A. Office.
Fenland Gliding Clul)

This club now operates from R.A.F.
Swanton Morley with the Norfolk and
Norwich Acro Club. Landing at R.A.F.
Marham in anticipation of help could prove
very embarrassing now. as the airfield has
intense powered R.A.F. traffic. 1D other
words. keep out.

tion with permission or selection for
foreign events.

Considerations
1. The rating to be based on competition

performance only.
2. The method of obtaining rating to be

based on a formula. and not on
opinion or ballot.

3. The rating system must be easily
understood so that piJots are able to
work out their own rating, and under
stand how they can advance thems.elves.

4. The only pilots to be permitted to fly
in Nationals without a rating are those
of current World Championships stan
dard who have ,been unable to compete
in recent events owing to circumstances

pilot Rating for National Championships
THE 'B:G.A. Coun<:il have approved the

Ratmg System given below. whIch was
prepared by the Aying Committee from an
original idea put forward by Ann Welch.
Since then many. many hours have been
spent moulding and trimming it to its
present form.

It does not pr~tend t~ be perfect, bl)t it is
hoped that ,in the light of experience this
list will become more acceptable each year.
Objects

1. To produce a list of pilots in order of
their competition flying performance
from which the entries fer the British
National Championships will be selec
ted.

It will be also a criterion in connec-
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70%

4. The Nationals entry will be composed
of applicants who have a rating 01 120
(20%) or over, taken in their rating
order starting from the top.

5. When the marks have been used by the'
Rating Committee for two years, they
will be clevalued by 20 % and then
annually by 10%; Le., marks obtained
in 1959 after devaluation as in para·
graph 3 will account for 1960 ~nd 1961
and then lose 20 % for 1962 and a
further 10% for 1963 and so on.

6. After the' initial period, the list will be
prepared annually in November-Decem
ber for publication in January. The
rating will remain in force for 12
months.

7. In order that as many pilots, as poss~ble

may have six days' marks available for
the initial list, it is proposed to take the
1959 Nationals devalued to 80 % for
League 1 and to 64% for League 2. If
possible, any Approved Contests up to
April 1962, suitably devalued, will be
included, depending on time of selection

for the 1962 Nationals, if any.
For pilots who still cannot m<!-ke up

six days' marks (including zero scon~s),
it is propOsed to use other competitions
'held in 1960 and 1961 suitqbly dev;dued,
or make up the missing days with 50%
of the average of what they have. For
example, if a pilot has 60, 50,40, 30, -,
-, the average score is 45; then his
SCore would be 60, 50, 40, 30, 22, 22,
equals 224/600. Maximum addition is
limited to two days.

8. In the light ofexperience it will probably
be necessary to alter the valuation
percentages for 1963.

9. 'ream entries shall go into the League
of the highest rated pilot, provided that
no pilot mayfly in Nationals with a
rating of less than 120.

10. If an eligible event, due solely to bad
weather, fails to achieve the minimum
number of three contest days to make
it a Competition, successful individual
contest days may be used for rating
purposes.

An amended provisional list of pilots and
their rating has been circulated to all Qubs
and Private Owners. Furtller copies can be
obtained from the B.G.A.

Correspondence regarding pilots' ratings
should be addressed to: E. J. Furlong,

50 % Greet, Mottingham Lane, London, S.E;9.
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beyon<! their control.
5. Rating to be obtained only in B.G.A.

Approved Competitions.

Method
1. The rating for a pilot will be obtained

by adding together his best six daily
results obtained during the appropriate
period. Zero scores may be included.
Maximum possible: 600.

2. A daily resull is the percentage of the
winner's marks obtained by the pilot on
that day.

3. All eligible competitions will be valued
dllring the current periO<! in relation to
t1Je Nationals League 1 as follows:-
lr.ague 2 . . 80%
Olher Approved CQmpetitions

according to top rated pilot
flying on that day:

If top pilot rated 480 (80%) or
more, the value of that day
equals ..

If top pilot rated' 420 (70 %) or
more, the value of that day
equals.. .. .. .. 60%

If top pilot rated less than 420
(70 %), the value of that day
equals ..



Fourth Kronfeld Club Art .Exhibition
I T is a pleasant surprise on entering the

Club to see the renovations done to the
premises, prior to the hanging of the
pictures. Thanks are especially due to
Margaret Kahn, who was responsible for
the hanging of the exhibits-by no means
an easy task, and Yvonne Bonham who
organised this excellent show. Again there
is an increase in the number of artists,
while the standard achieved is higher than
ever.

A layman can only give a few impressions,
and I feel sure that the judges, Roy
Nockolds and Keith Shackleton, will face
an even more difficult task than last year.

In the oil section Nicholas Price has a
lovely "Aeronautical Composition", and I
do feel that this artist is showing great
promise; he won a prize at the first exhibi
tion at the age of 13. "The Planners" and
the "Finishing Line" by Ann Welch are
most attractive. Harry Cooper's pictures
are of the usual high standard. "Goal
Flight", a first exhibit by T. W. Shreeves,
and "Gliding Week-end", by V. H. Veevers,
are also noteworthy. But something could
be said about them all.

In the water-colours John Blake shows a
lovely set of four, and Ferelyth Wills has
some rather striking drawings.

In addition to those eligible for prizes,
there were some excellent exhibits by
professional painters: J. Young, K. Mc
Donough, G. Homer, A. Bowbeer, R.
Nockoldsand K. Shackleton.

The Exhibition was opened by Peter
Seott. The prizewinners were:

OILS, Gliding.-lst, Ann Welch, "Bungie
launch"; 2nd, V. H. Veevers, "Gliding
week-end"; commendations: Marga.ret
Kahn, "In the clouds"; Ann Welch, "The
planners".

OILS, Power.-Ist, Harry Cooper, "Mossy
Preston's B.E.2E 'over 8rooklands"; 2nd,
Ron Witlbie, "In the stream"; commenda
tion: Nicholas Price, "Aeronautical com
position".

WATER COLOUR and other media.-Ist,
Ken Tilsoll, "Night attack"; 2nd, John
Blake, "R.E.S and Martinsyde of 63 Sqn.";
commendations: Ferelyth Wills, "Powered
flight" and "Tow-car trouble".

The photograph, for which we are
indebted to The Aeroplane & Asfronallfics,
shows paintings by (L. to R.): top row
R. Lennard and Kenneth McDonough;
middle row-Ann Welch, Harry Cooper,
V. H. Veevers, H. Cooper; bottom row
H. Cooper, A. Welch, Anthea Russell,
Mar~aret Kahn.
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Gliding Certificates
COMPLEIE DIAMOND BADGE

No. Name Club Compleud
6 J. S. Williamson Army Gliding Club 7.8.61

DIAMONDS FOR DISTANCE
No. Name Club Date
1/09 J. S. WiIliamson Army Gliding Club 7.8.61
1/10 Ann C. Welch Surrey Gliding Club 26.6,61

DIAMONDS FOR ALTITUDE
No. Name Club Dale
3/25 C. P. A. Jefferey London Gliding Club 23.2.61
3/26 H. Hilditch Surrey Gliding Club 15.7.61

DIAMONDS FOR GOAL FLIGHT
No. Name Club Date
2/82 A. D. Pumell Surrey Gliding Club 14.5.61
2/83 C. W. Bentson London Gliding Club 16.5.61
2/84 D,D.Carrow Surrey Gliding Club 16.5.61
2/85 A. Coulson Newcastle Gliding Club 16.5.61
2/86 H. R. Dimock Surrey Gliding Club 16.5.61
2/87 A. L. L. Alexander Cambridge University Gliding Club 17.5.61
2/88 G. F. Fisher Bristol Gliding Club 17.5.61
2/89 D. C. Snodgra.ss Surrey Gliding Club 28.5.61
2/90 1. W. Strachan Fenland R.A.F. Gliding Club 9.6.61
2/91 E. E. Reeves Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club 30.7.61
2/92 S. M. MoriSon Army Gliding Club 2.8.61
2/93 J. Delafield East Anglian RAF. Gliding Club 7.8.61
2/94 R. Hooper Army Gliding Club 6.7.61
2/95 M. V. Laurie Oxford Gliding Club 30.8.61

GOLD C CERTIFICATES
No. Name Club Completed
88 E. T. Ware White Rose RAF. Gliding Club 17.5.61
89 I. W. Strachan Fenland R.AF. Gliding Club 9.6.61
90 S. M. Morison Army Gliding Club 6.8.61
91 J. C. Riddell Yorkshire Cliding Club 3.8.61

GOLD- C HEIGHT LEGS
Name Club Dale

L. A. Boyer Suffolk R.A,F. Gliding Club 27.5.61
D. R. Austin Swinderby R.AF. Gliding Club 30.5.61

GOLD C DISTANCE LEGS
Name Club Date

A. D. Pumell Surrey Gliding Club 14.5.61
E. E. Reeves Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club 30.7.61
R. S. Wailer Cambridge University Gliding Oub 18.7.61
D. A Hooper Surrey Gliding Club 6.7.61
M. V. Laurie Oxford Gliding Club 30.8.61

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
No. Name Club Completed
1040 R. B. Stratton Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club 9.7.61
1041 Patricia Holmes London Gliding Club 10.7.61
1042 J. E. S. Temple Oxford Gliding Club 9.7.61
1043 D. Lowe Oxford Gliding Club 6.7.61
1044 A. J. Lapham Devon & Somerset Glidin:g Club 22.7.61
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30.7.61
4.7.61
4.7.61

27.6.61
29.6.61

7.7.61
30.7.61

5.7.61
7.5.61
4.6.61

30.7.61
18.6.61
27.7.61

7.3.61
28.6.61
30.7.61
7.8.61

20.5.61
30.7.61
23.7.61
29.7.61

7.8.61
4.8.61

13.8.61
2.8.61

20.6.61
30.7.61
30.7.61

7.8.61
12.8.61
14.8.61
17.8.61
19.6.61
22.8.61
28.8.61

9.9.61
12.8.61
22.6.61

2.7.61
30.7.61
30.8.61
30.7.61
20.8.61
26.8.61
11.9.61
7,8.61

22.8.61
19.8.61
29.'8.61
10.9.61

Gliding Club or
A.T.C. School
Luham
Four Oounties
New<:Mlle
Cleveland.

B. W.Podd
J. R. J. Prou!C
M. Rolaod
J. H. Wheeler

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. -Gliding Club
Polish Air Force Gliding Club
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Doncaster & District Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
R.A.F. Gennany Gliding Association
Oxford Gliding' Club
Midland Gliding Club
Cambridge University Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Clevelands R.A.F. Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Windrushers RA.F. Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Windrushers RAF. Gliding Club
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club
Wessex R.A.F. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Cambridge University G1iding CLub
Cambridge University Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Scottish Gliding Union
L.ondon GlidIDg Club
Oxford Gliding Club
Northampton Gliding Club
Home Counties R.A.F. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Kent Gliding Club
Aberdeen Gliding Club
Windrushers RAF. Gliding Club
Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Northamptonshire Gliding Club
Phoenix (Germany) R.A.F. Gliding Club
Cambridge University Gliding Club
R.A.F. Ballykelly
Surrey Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Wessex R.A.F. Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
R.A.F. Cr:anwell
Midland Gliding Club

C CERTiFICATES
Name Gliding Clwb or Name

A.T.C. School
P. G. H. Purdic Moonraken
J. R. Miller Scoltish
S. C. Churchman Home

Counties

H. C. N. Mitchell
R. W. B. Hewall
J. K. Pnewlocki
A. F. Seviour
L. E. N. Tanner
J. Tarr
F. A. Wills
D. W. Wilks
R. Griffiths
N. A. Wilkinson
W. D. Barrett
N. A. Groucutt
M. G. R. Thomson
S. F. Beck
R. McLuckie
D. F. Parry
R. P~ Saundby
J. E. New
H. Greig
W. Mc. Cooper
D. W. Pearl
E. A. Hull
P. M. Selby
J. Pickett Heap
G. W. Camp
C. B. Sutherland
R. Q. Barrett
B. M. Baker
S. G. Norsted
G. H. Martin
K. Elizabeth Fairman
J. M. Phillips
J. M. Firth
R. P. Hubble
G. P. Whitehead
W. E. Goldstraw
D. H. Stubbings
C. W. Petch
C. S. Wallis
R. G. James
J. T. Prince
E. E. Pollard
D. V. Sadler
F. Horridge
Jean C. Letch
D. A. Stangroom
P. M. Vaughan
V. R. Collins
M. W. Johnson
N. Spencer

Name Gliding ClMb or
A.T.e. School

J. R. W. Kronfeld Imperial Coli.
B. TUTQer Norfolk
A... P. MilIar Chilterns
J. A. Martin Wenex

1045
1046
]047
1048
]049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
]076
]077
1078
]079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
]090
1091
1092
1093
1094
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C CERlIFICATES
Name

M. J. F. Bagnell
B. C. Pratt
D. J. Parkin","
A. Handley

R. J. MacIagan
P. Kevan

'F. J. Birch
G. A. M. Moffat
G. W. Ro.... ner'
L. E. BatcHelor
C. M. Greaves

R. W. Langhome
E .. O. Mann
K, R. Welbourn
R. L. Broughton
D. M. Bolton
J. B. G. Campbell
P. H. Rdbin""n
C. D. Weston
A.H.GilI
G. Williams
R. V. Turner
L. J. Seymour
C. E. Vary
G. F. Bawden
R. V. Stevens
M. A. Sutton
T. A. Adams
G. L. Bartle
A. R. Moore
B. W. Carter

Gliding Club or
A.T.e. School
RAF Germany
RAF Laar·

bruch
M. J. Fairdoogh Devon &

Somerset
Cornish
Cornish
642 G.S.
643 G.S.
Cornish
Aberdeen
Midland
Midland
642 G.S.
643 G.S.
644 G.S.
London
642 G.S.
Cornish
London
FenJand
Bristol
642 G.S.
DOllcastc-,
BEA Silver

Wing
Chilterns
Midland
Cornish
White Rose
Akrotjri,

Cyprus
Midland
Bristol
E.st Midlands
RAF
Geilenkirchen

G. Carr Newcastle
J. Lewis Phoenix
J. A. Woodrow East Anglian
W. M. L. Edwards West Wales
D. P. Ponting WeS'cJr
J. V. Harris Fulmar
T. J. Rcynt>lds o.oncastC'r
C. A. H. C. Ogilvie Crown Agents
F. W. Bainbridge Yorkshire
H. M. Fincher 634 G.S.
'Miss J. Warter Bristol
D. A. Cameron Bristol
E. Richards Cornish
R. Cousins Kent
Miss P. J. Simp!'on Yorkshire
W. Alexander London
B. Holmoo Derl>yshire &

Lancashire

London
Midland
Doncastcr
631 G.S.
Cambridge
Bristol
Midland
Midland
Bristol
611 G.S.
HandIcy Page
634 G.S.
Oxford
6-I6-G.S.
Doncaster
East Anglian
613 G.S.
633 G.S.
Bristol
East Angl ian
Kent
Aberdeen
633 Abbot.

sinch a.S.
COrJIish
613 G.S.
De,,,n &

Somerset
London
Derbyshire &

Lancashi.re
Camt>ridge
Wcssex

Gliding Club or
A.T.e. School
Devon &

Somerset
Devon &

Somerset
Four

Counties
Bannerdown
Homo

Counties
Windrushcrs
RAF Germany
Scottish
Doncaster
Cambridge
Midland
Midland
Yorkshire
Midland
East Anglian

RAF

B. T. Collins
L. H. ESSCT

D. E. Davies
W:J. Taylor
W. J. B. HO'uston
J. V. Firth
A. B. Crease
Bcatr-ice Hodgson
B. C. Vaughan
T. Smallwood
K. A. Stevens
H. J. Tipton

Delphine
Gray-Fisk

R. S. Ireland
R. A. Witham
L. C. Rees
H. T. Boal
G.W.MuUigan
F. E. T. Prall
H. A. Maslowski
A. C. H. W. White
C. D. Hill
L. G. Frakes
B. A. Barry
G. C. Weeks
P. L. Kirk
GoO _Appleyard
J. D. J. Glossop
M. E. Cole
T. P. Clarke
B. N. O'Brien
J. ~. s.. Hay
G. 'Tiney
R. R. McGregor
J. Dearden

Name

J. Groves

A. M. Wray

E. A. Hales

G. E. Tuson
E. S. R. Burke
J. E. Thomas

C. G. Wilson
B.. B. Lawrence

A. P. Carter
H. S. Tee

Gliding Club or
A.T.e School

Name

G. Conway
J. G. Chinchen
M. A. Radmore
A. J. B. Penis
N.T.Reilly
H. G. Morris
K. J. McCready
C. J. Morris
G. o. Tourlamain
J. D. Bird
R. A. Palmer
B. E. Walls
Eo. R. TrOll

E. R. West
A. Quart!y
G. W. H. Wright
G. T. CaHerall
N. W.Smith
Elsie D. May
G. P. Lanyo"
T. E. D. Dodds
A. Levcrs
W. P. D.lleeton
J. Bower
J. H. Price
T. a. Brigdcn
J. R. HollidaY
B. Norrhington
A. E. Prime
M. Farrow
A. S. Morris
J. Argent
lane Austin

P. D. Simmons Bristol
S. B. Mead RAF Gertnany
D. C. Pentecost Comish
N. R. Duncan 645 G.S.
J. E. Hccsom Southdown
M. J. Coram Bristol
B. Rumsby Yorkshire
E. W. Durbin Bristol
J. B. Carruthen Wessex
J. P. Shea RAF Germanv
P. 'Fencion Chilterns-
W. S. Keay Windtushers
R. W·. G. Sim'P_son \Vindrushers
M. S. Herring RAF College
A. J. Oodds Newcastle
J. L. Rilej' RAF Germany
G. B. Warwick Bristol .
R. A. Tarling Midland
P. J. Henderson Southdown
J. JcanmolJod Home

Counties
Norfolk
Bristol
671 G.S.
635 GS.
Wessex
Co\-'c~ntry

Cornish
633 G.S.
Midland
644 G.S.
DoncaS1er
Midland
Coventry
Four Counties
Windrush.ers
Midland
643 a.s.
Moonrakers
London
East Midlands

RAF
Halif"x
622 G.S.
RAF Halton
Southdown
Coventry
631 G.S.
644 G.S.
Silver Wing
622 G.S.
644 G.S.
644 G.S.
RAF Germany
Devon &

SO:-mc"tset

TRAINING TWQ-SEATERS
Mr. G. Sunderland writes from Murrum

beena, Victoria, Australia, regarding Ann
Wekh's suggestion of the need for a new
British t'raining two-seater and Charles
Ellis's letter asking why it has to be British
(June and August, 1960). Mr. Sunderland
claims that the Kookaburra produced
by Edmund Schneider, Ltd., of South
Australia, on which he has made some, 70

flights as an instructor, should suit the
purpose well. The seating is side-by-side.
staggered. There are two versions, with
spans of 15 m. and 11.7 m., and the price in
Australia is £1,360 and £960 (Sterling)
respectively.

A photograph of the Kookaburra,
appeared in our last issue (October 1961)
under "Ovel'S€aS News" on page 327.
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The Wavelength of a I.:eeWave
by John Inglesby

(
dT)=; r - ~ OVOZ

Substituting for Of and om,

(~-r)g . dz
n2 =

41T2'f

For simple harmonic motion, at maxi
mum displacement,

dZz
-- = --4.r2n·oz
dt'

= of/om.

A = U/nWhence

>.
p

Analysis
Consider an elemental volume of air ov

with mass om.

om =-p- oV
g

Let it be displaced oZ from its equilib
rium position.

Of = (~ - :: ) OVOZ
actual adiabatic

the height is in kilometres, and the lapse
rate in °C./km. For wind speed and wave
length, the more conventional units of knots
and nautical miles are used.
Nomenclature

f restoring f<lrce
g acceleration due to gravity (= 9.8062

m/.sec.')
m mass
n natural frequency
t time
T tem~rature (=268SK. at 3 km.)
U wind speed
v volume
z height
r adiabatic lapse rate (= -9.8l36°C./

km.)
wavelength
density

THESE sums on the wavelength of a lee
wave may be of some interest to those

engaged in the exploration of lee waves.
A stable atmosphere is an elastic thing.

If a particle if it be displaced vertically,
a restoring force acts on it, and it tends to
spring back; it has a natural frequency
which it should be possible to calculate.
Given the natural frequency and the wind
speed, there is no difficulty in deducing the
wavelength.

It would seem that any stable atmosphere
is capable of producing a wave, provided,
of course, there is a wind and an obstacle
to deflect it.

The results are shown in Tables 1-3; they
speak for themselves. The effect on the
wavelength of varying the various para
meters, one at a time, is summarised
below.

(I) LAPSE RATE.-An inc{ease in the
difference between lapse rate and adia
batic lapse rate gives a decrease in wave
length.
(2) WIND SPEED.-The wavelength is
proportional to the wind speed.
(3) HEIGHT.-There is a small decrease in
wavelength with increase in height.
(4) AMPLITUDE.-The wavelength is inde
pendent of the amplitude of the wave.

Assumptions
(1) Laminar flow.
(2) Dry air.
(3) Constant static JYtessure along a
streamline. (The weight of air above a
streamline is constant.)
(4) Constant potential temperature along
a streamline.
(5) Constant wind speed along a stream
line. (This follows from Bernoulli's
Equation and (3) and (4). )
(6) The restoring force on a particle of
air, displaced from its equilibrium
position, is that given by the natural
stability of the atmosphere, as measured
up.wind of the wave.

Choice of units
The basic figures and, formulae for the

Standard Atl1lQSphere given in R. & M.
1891 (Ref. 1) are in metrie units, and it was
found convenient to use these units in
determining the natural frequency. Hence
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Results
'faIJIe 1. Variation oflapse rate

Height 3 km.
Wind speed 30 knots

Lopse rate Wavelength
(OC/km.) (n.m.)
-8 6.43
-6.5* 4.76
-4 3.59
-2 3.10

0t 2.77
*Standard Atmosphere
t [sothermal

Table 2. Variation of wind speed
Height 3 km.
Lapse rate - 6.5°C/km.

Wind spud Wavele11gth
(knots) (n.m.)

20 3.17
30 4.76
40 6.35
50 7.93
60 9.52
Table 3. Variation of height

Wind speed 30 knots
Lapse rate 6.5°C/km.

Height Wavelength
(km.) (n.m.)

1 4.87
3 4.76
5 4.64
7 4.52
9 4.40

11* 4.27
*Tropopause

Conclusion
An idealised wavelength has been ob

tained from the atmosphere's "natural"
frequency, but this may well be modified by
secondary effects, such as intervening topo
graphical features, or an uneven wind
gradient. Nevertheless, brief observations
of the St. Auban wave showed these figures
to be of the right order, and it is hoped that
they may serve as a rough and ready guide
to those making wave flights.

Acknowledgment
I am indebted to "Wally" WaIlington for

taking such an active interest in these
simple sums of mine. Those who want to
follow up the subject should read his
papers, some of which are listed below.
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A wave over El
Mirage Airport,
photographed by
Gus Briegleb. Su
article on next
page.
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Exploring Bishop Wave by Cessna 182
by Brian Masters

0 )'1 2nd May 1961 I made a flight in a valley with the Sierra Mountains towering
Cessna 182 for the study of wave each side, Oul' height 8,500 ft.-our first

conditions from El Mirage Field to Bishop Wave contact, and 100 miles to go to reach
200 miles north. No. I photo I took at El Bishop. A few miles north of Little Lake
Mirage Field on the evening of 1st May, we ran into strong lift; at 40 per cent power
there being very good waves produced just we climb at 1,200 f.p.m. at 125 m.p.h.,
west of the field; wind N.W., 40 m.p.h. climbing steadily to 18,500 et. with ra!e of

I felt one could leave El Mirage FieJd on climb of r,500 f.p.m.
a N.W. wind in wave conditions, and fly On approaching Owen dry lake we saw
·cross-eountry in a glider-to Bishop by using a sight that very few glider pilots have seen:
the wave. It could be possible to do an the edge of the wave bouncing on the lake,
out-and-return of 400 miles. and lifting the sand dust up to 12,000 ft. or

So ·on the morning 01 the 2nd May at more. Photo No. 2 win show you the
07.00 hrs. Gordon Wheeler, Phi! Trouunan wonderful sight. At Lone Pine we flew
and myself set out in the 182 to explore along the edge of the rotOr cloud, the base
these waves, and study the course for being at 16,500 ft. We moved in close to the
.landing spots, as most of the flight is over edge of this cloud and fou[ld severe turb
desert and mountains in wild country. ulence. We could see 100 miles or more of

The wind on leaving El Mirage had mountains ahd desert; flying over the
dropped to about 10 m.p.h., but the mountain snow-elad tops was well worth
forecast for winds further north was given the trip.
as 40·50 m;p.h. N.W. At 07.45, just north At 08.45 we were over Bishop, still in lift.
of China I.ake,. we ran into· weak thermal; We turned 180 deg. and flew back towards
at 07:55 over I.ittle Lake came our first El Mirage, south. We had to move a little
feel of wave lift as we flew over the deep to the west side of the wave, to reduce

Sunset waves at El Mirage the evening before the flight.
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The wave bouncing on the sand of Owens Dry lAke, photographed from 15,000//.

height from 18,500 ft. to 15,000 ft., as we
had no oxygen in the aircraft, and it is oot
good for one to stay at this height without
oxygen.

We found the wind at Bishop to be 60
m.p.h. west. Still in wave and with very
little engine power, we continued south; at

Little Lake we felt the wave. We had just
covered 200 miles in wave lift. Over the
lower desert towards El Mirage the wind
was still light, but there were good thermal
conditions. Landed 10.15 hrs. and ready
for our breakfast. We used 28 gallons of
fuel--should have been 43 gallons!

FORTY YEARS AGO
Heidelstein. He could alter the angle of
incidence of his wing in flight, and used
this feature to gain height in gusts; and as
he kept up for 21 minutes over a slope of
I in 16, he is assumed to have soared
mainly by using gust energy, reaching nearly
500 ft. above ground with the help of
successive gusts. He crashed and broke his
thigh, but the records disagree on whether
this happened at the end of the same flight
or a subsequent one. The wind was 25
m.p.h., gusting up to 40 m.p.h. or more.
Harth, born in 1880, first brought a glider
to the Wasserkuppe in 1914 in company
with his assistant, WiIli Messerschmitt,
then aged IS. ]n 1916 they came up again
to the Heid~lstein and Harth soared fOT
3~ minutes.

ALTHOUGH the series of gliding com
petitions on the Wasserkuppe, in

Central Gennany, began in 1920, no actual
soaring was done till 1921, when the best
flight of the competition was 13 min. 3 SQC.
by Wolfgang Klemperer on 30th August.
He flew a monoplane with two skids at the
bottoom of "tl'ousered" legs, designed by
him and built at Aachen University. After
six minutes he had gained 330 ft. above
take-off point, and he then turned along
the ridge and eventually landed at Gersfeld
at the bottom of its south end.

Dr. Klemperer emigrated to the U.S.A.,
where his daughter and son now glide.

Soon afterwards, on 13th September, this
world record was beaten in an unusual type
of flight by Friedrich Harth, who had been
practising in secret a few miles away on the
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Flying in the Italian Cha.mpionships
by Philip Wills

Reproduced by permissilmjrom "Flight"

T HE "leg" of Italy consist~, as e,,:eryQne !J1iles maY.involve 400 mUes for the retriev.
kn~ws, of ~ mountam chain-the 109 team, In great heat by daY,and it will

A"en~mes-ru~ullng N.W./S.E. for around be at least 16 hours, if all goes well, before
500 mJle" shadmg (jown to the sea on each the pilot and crew will reach home.
side; the distance from coast to coast is only The longestfiights of the meeting took
ar~u!1d 100 m.ile~. As a piece of geography,place on 7th August, when we were given
thIS IS very sImIlar to the lay-out of New the taSK to fly as far as we could along a
Zealand. but the effect on the circumambient line to the south.east. We were told at
air bears no relation at all. briefing that if two pilots flew further than

Whereas the behaviour of New Zealdnd 200 kms. (120 miles) the following day
air is dominated by the fact that the island would be a "rest" day, and if two flew more
lies athwart a prevailing wind coming over than 300 kms. (190 miles) the following two
a thousand miles of unrestricted sea, days would be rest days. At the time I was
Italian air is profoundly affected by the surprised, but in the event two of us exceeded
fact that the peninsula is walled off to the the greater distance, and indeed it was the
north by the 600-mile-long chain of the morning of the third day before we were
Alps, towering up to 10,000 feet and more, ready to fly again, with over 750 miles added
obstructing the drift of weather from the to the milometer in the Vanguard.
north. How to describe Italy through the eyes

After a month in Italy in August,1 am in of a glide;:r pilot? It is a country of valleys,
no position to generalise, but at least for some WIde;: .and some m.ere clefts, ~d
that time we lived in a relatively stagnant tumbled hills and mountams. The. WIder
pool of warm, descending, anticyclonic air, valleys are more of less den~ly ~ult.lvated,
so that instead of the predominantly wave ~ome s~ densely that a landlTtg IS hterally
conditions of New Zealand we had air ImpossIble. In the whole valley of the Amo
which in the ordinary way wo'uld have been from the coast to Florence, some 50 miles,
most reluctant to rise. But the clue to the
extraordinarily interesting flying we actually
got lay in the fact that the peninsula is
almost a perfect machine for the production
of sea-breezes. As the mountains heat up
each day, these build up and blow inland
from either coast, and the mountain slo~

facing the sun produce ...ariations of heating
which, as the critical surface temperature is
reached, force the most reluctantly stable
air to rise in glorious thermals, blue at first
then high enough for cumulus to form over
the mountains; and eventually over the
highest mountains on several days we had
spleIldid cumulo-nimbus, base safely above
the mountain tops, lift inside smooth and
fast and wide, icing level perhaps 15,000 ft.,
tops on one occasion over 2.5,000 ft.

Gliding championships in Italy present
not only the most fascinating and beautiful
flying for the pilot, but also the most
arduous test for retrieving teams and
equipment. For road distances are up to
do~ble air distances, and average speeds of
around 25 m.p.h. with the trailer are as much
as can be achieved. Thus a flight of 100
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A. Pr,onzaJi, Italian National Champion (in
cockpit), with Adele and Giorgio Orsi.

and for a radius of 30 miles round Naples,
although the ground is1'lat there is literally
not one single open field in which one can
land. But although elsewhere tne fields
look, from ground level, too small and
overgrown with olives and vines and maize,
from the air one can see a fair number of
possible areas. On the lower hills and
mountains there are frequently much larger
fields, but Heaven knows how one's trailer
would reach the aircraft if you landed there.
The high mountains to the east, rising up
to 9,000 ft. in the 'Gran Sasso, are root, of
course, landing country, but as long as one
keeps sufficient altitude in hand to get away
from them in case of need, they don't have
tobe.

The valleys are olive green and brown,
the mountains dark green and brown and
grey. The summer air is hazy with brown
dust, the sky ove'l'head a dusty blue. The
ground is dry and hard, and a field which
looks smooth and friendly from the ~ir wiIl,
on contact with your skid, give you and
your glider's f,ame a severe test. After each
day's flying, the repair hangar would be full
of the inverted fish·like hulls of gliders,
holes being patched after minor landing
mishaps. It is not a country fQr advaneed
aircraft of the "orchid" type, and I thanked
heaven for the rugged Slingsby qualities of
my Skylark.

The airfield of Santa Egidia is in the "alley
half way between the hill.·top town cif
Perugia to the weSct and Assisi to the east,
itself pe,ched on a steep outlying spur of the
4,000 ft. Monte Subasio. Little could 'st.
Frands have dreamed that his Monastery
and the adjacent town would in the 20th
Century provide the ideal starting point for
Icarus in real life, for,. baking in the sun,
Assisi produced a permanent thermal in
which each morning we were launched by
a,ero.tow. Each morning thirty beautiful
man-made birds woul'd circle and climb
over Assisi, fly onto the vast slopes of
Subasio, weave and rise above it, and then
set off on tne flight of the day. But his
famed sympathy for flying things may have
been called iroto play the first day, when two
circling gliders overhead collided and
plunged to destruction: for both pilots
miraculously escaped by parachute, and the
machines-the Spillo and a Canguro
missed the town and littered themselves
harmlessly amongst the trees on the
mountainside beyond.

This gave us all, at briefing on the second
day, a somewhat uneasy ten-little-nigger
boys feeling, but turned out to be the only
serious accident of the meeting. There were
one or two lucky escapes, notably when one
pilot took off without connecting his
elevator controls. This is the accident which
neither man nor God Ct1n usually forgive,
and is often fatal, but on this occasion God
at least relented and the pilot-though not
the unfortunate aircraft - escaped un
scathed.

It would take too long to describe in
detail each of the eight tasks we flew, flilr
although each had its own interests and
glories, they were basically in the same
conditions. I won the first, a lOO-mile

See Ken Fripp eIt Lasham for
10 YEAR INSPECTIONS
C. OF A. OVERHAULS • REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS • RE-SPRAYING
FULL B.G.A. APPROVAL

SMt~A.#h1n Atrb s,trvit:'t$
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON. HANTS.

Phone I H,rri.rd l5 9
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out-and-return race to Rieti and back. On
the second, a race across the mountains to
the Adriatic coast, I lost myself in the high
mountains and flew out east to safety but a
low placing. This gave me a lot of leeway
to make up, which I did laboriollsly l!lut
sllccessfully, winning the foufth, fifth and
seventh tasks, emerging at the top, and
holding it easily on the last day. So I will
confine myself to the longest task we were
set, on 7th August, to fly as far as possible
along a line south-east amongst the moun
tains, from Assisi through Potenza to the
southern coast beyond.

(To be continued)

ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 1961
Leading Final Positions

Pilot Sailplane Pts.
1. P. A. Wills (Gt Br.) Skylark 3F 7429
2. A. Pronzati Mucha Std. 6683
3. A, VitelIi M-l00-S . 6680
4. R. Biagi (France) Breg. 901 6563
5. R. Hachler (Switz.) Ka·6 6553
6. G. A. Fermi Skylark 3B 6267
7. G. Rinaldi Canguro 5887
8. W. Vergani M-lOO·S 5852
9. R. Schmidt (Ger.) Ka-6 5841

10. L. Brigliadori Uribel 5767
11. F. Lamera Passero 5508
12. D. B. James (Gt. Br.) Skylark 3F 5454
13. U. Mantica C.V.V.8 5320
14. P. Majewska (Pol.) M-lQO-S 4112
15. L. Peccolo M·lOO·S 4094

Here and There
British altitude in Austria.-At Zen am

See gliding centre in the Austrian Alps on
28th October, Wing Comdr. Jee Croohaw
set up a local height reC0rd of 31,700 ft. In
a previous attempt he had reached 21,000' ft.
wh.en his 0wgen supply failed.

SQuth African record.-Pat Beat1y, flying
his new BJ-2, of his own design, has raised
the South African lOO-km. triangle record
to 104.8 km. (65.1 miles) per hour. The
National Championships will be held at
Kimberley aerodrome frOm 28th December
1961 to 7th January 1962.

Feminine altitude in N.Z.~The New
Zealal'ld height :record for women has been
rais¥d to 18,000 ft. by Mrs. Helen George
son, flying a Skylark 3F.

v. G.-

";T6'f lIet typeJ. ~/lIi'f&rlllt

ft.plti'fS II.nA J.p"f"e.J.,
estilff.lltes

83 WICKSTEAD AVENUE. LDTON. BEDS,

GLIDER HIRE
Special Offer!
SOARING HOUDAVS are now accepting
bookings for 1962. Any booking'
received before 1st February, "nd
accomp"nied by 50q;, deposit will qualify
for an inclusive cl'large of £30 per week,
regardless of Ihe period for which the
aircraft is required.

Write now fqr Ihe 1962 Brochur.. to:
SOARING HOLlDA,YS (GLIDER RIRE) LTO

121 Commercial Rd.• Soulha_lan.

(;rossJfell~lectric

Variometer
Used by one-third of Competitors in
1961 British National Championships,

U.K. Price £25

•CROSSFELL AUDIO
Soaring by ear!

U.K. Price £14

•
CrAu/ell YIII"u,meter_,
Yernl.nOFe"

Bo.rnartl'. Green,

Malvern,
Wo..ce.te".hirll
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Q .S T r- v p resul,ts for airbrakes retracted and extended.. . . ... apers M. Wiesemann (Germany): "Ueber die

THE followipg papers have appeared in zeitliche Ausbildung v.on Ringzellen (On
the Os'rIV Section of the Swiss Aero the time-scale of development of ring-cells).

Revue since those listed in our October (In German.) Deals with toroid motions in
issue (p. 311). The text is in English unless a thermal, such as Bets)' W.oodward has
otherwise stated. The descdptions of described, except that the author has
sailplane types give comprehensive data produced many concentric toroid cells b)'
such as are shown in the Osnv publication, heating the bottom of a loOm. layer of
"The World's Sailplanes". paraffin containing aluminium particles· to

show the motions; the faster the heating,
July 1961 the sooner additional rings appear.

C- E. Wallington (Gt. Britain): "An SZD-25 Lis: a development of the Polish
introduction to the sea breeze front". This Mucha Standard; the twist of the wing has
is mainly the substance of the author's '"sea been altered and a new metal fuselage
Breezes" chapter in his b<>ok, "Meteorology designed. Greater safety for the pilot, longer
for Glider Pi.lots". life for the machine, and reduced cost are

Robin: description of a nacelled trainer claimed.
developed from the Polish pre-war Sala- SZD-16 Gil: Polish single-seater trainer
mandra, designed by W.1Czerwinski. of pod.and-boom type; designed by

Harbinger: two-seater design by W. Zbigniew Ba:dura. Span 13.5 m.
Czerwinski and B. S. Shenst·one. Span October 1961
18.3 m.

P. B. MacCready (U.S.A.): "Improving E. R Reiter (Austria): "The meso-
thermal soaring flight techniques". The structure of jet streams". The author has
author of this comprehensive paper dis- analysed let-stream fluctuations with wave
cusses, among manY other ideas, possible lengths of 20-100 km., and states that
instruments for registering changes of vertical motions of 0.6 m,fsec. (2 ft./sec.)
humidity on entering thermals, and for have been found in some instances. Vertical
detecting tkem at a distance by the electro- motions of 1 or 2 m./sec. are found in waves
static field, or by detecting differences of set up in jet streams in the lee of mountains.
temperature on the ground below with F. X. Wortmann and D. Althaus
a simplified radiometer; also the ~t (Germany): Messungen an drei FlUgel
manoeuvres for centering in a thermal. "fOfilen des $egelflugzeuges Ka-6 (Measure
Summing up, he says: "In a typical flight ments on three wing-sections of the Ka-6).
the gains from these teclutiques might (In German.) The profiles are at the root
greatly exceed the performance differences mid~le and tip. FOl'Ward thickening of th~
between typical contest sailplanes." leadmg edge at the root was found to giv.e

a higher lift coefficient in slow flight and to
August 1961 extend the laminar-flow region; the same

Loudon: Canadian single-seater trainer treatment at the tip extended the laminar
suitable for cross-counrries, designed by region at high speed with a small lift
B. S. Shens~one and W. Czerv<inski. Span coefficient. The designer reCommends
13.72 m. making the extensions of 1;!alsa or other

SZD-2Z Mucha Standard: Polish Stan- material strengthened with fibreglass.
dard Class sailplane designed by Nowa- SZD-24 Foka: Polish Standard Class
kowski and Gnywacz. single-seater designed by Okarmus and

J. Sandauer (Poland): Die Belastungen Mynarski.
des Hohenleitwerks des Segelflugzeuges bei SZD-19-2 Zefir 2: A devel0pment of the
brutaler Ruderbetatigung (Loadings 'on the Zefir 1 designed by Bogumil Szuba. The
elevator unit of <l sailplane caused by performance, conslTulction and handling
violent elevator movements). (In German.) have been improved.

SXD-20X Wampir: Polish experimental
September 1961 tailless sailplane designed by Jan Dyres.

P. Morelli (Italy): On the dynamic Span 15 m.; sweepback at l-ehord 18.28'"
longitudinal stability of sailplanes with dihedral 2°; aerodynamic twist 4'0. tape;
fixed and free controls. Calculations apply ratio 0'.33; fins and rudders at abo~t 60 %
to a Standard c,Iass. sailplane b~ilt to s~~; minimu~ sink 0.84 m./sec.; best
OsTtv-F.A.I. speclflcatJons, and mclude glldmg angle, I m 24.4 at 82 km. p.h.
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Soaring Across America
From the Schweizer Aircraft Corporation

AN aviation "first" wa~ accomplished
when a transcontinental trip was made

emirely via sailplane. Robert (Bob) Fisher,
a 46-year-old farmer of Moses Lake,
Washington, flew his Schweizer 1-23 sail
plane 2,813 miles from tbe Pacific to the
Atlantic, landing at Zahn's Airport,
Amityville, Long Island, New York, on 27th
August-59 days after taking off from
Seattle, Wash., on 30th June.

Fisher had hoped to beat the record made
in an "Ex" powered biplane 50 years ago
by Calbraith Rodgers, who was the first
person to fly across the country. Rodgers
flew from the Atlantic to the Pacific in 49
days. Bad weather bothered the soaring
pilot, however, and his lapsed time exeeeded
that of the 1911 powered plane ffight by 10
days. Fisher flew on only 29 days in
traversing the continent without an engine.

Fisher was always towed to a position
from one mile to 11 miles behind his landing
point, so that he would surely make every
inch ofthe trip in free flight. In other words.
n.one of his forward progress was made on
aeroplane tow.

Fisher's longest non-stop flight was 345

Abore: Bob Fisher climbs
out alter Ihl! last hop.

Le/t: soaring orer E1mira
on the way home.
Opposite page: Bob Fisher
and his/ami!y, wh%llowed
byroad.
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miles-from Minidoka, Idaho, to Rawlins,
Wyoming, and took 8 hours. In it he
reached his highest altitude of the 59 d_ays
16,200 ft. above sea level, as he crossed the
continental divide_ His shortest fl.igIU was
23 miles. Because of unfavourable weathe1",
it took Bob two weeks to cross Nebraska,
and OliIe week .to aoss Iowa. Finally
reaching Stroudsburg, Pa., 22nd August,
Fisher was delayed there five days before
making his 31st and final hop to Long
Island.

The Ellensburg, Wash, Civil Air Patrol
Squadron furnished a Piper Super-Cub for
the tow-plane which launched Fisher's
motorless craft after each landing. The
tow-plane was flown by David Rensel, a
Boeing Aircraft Corp. engineer. Fisher;s
wife and two Y0\.lng sons and a nephew
who helped with the ddving-accompanied
him via station wagon on highways across
the continent.

The Fishers returned home, towing their
sailplane on a trailer behind the cat.

Statistics of Robert Fisher's historic
sailplane journey from salt water to salt
water include the following:-

Total flying time, 109 hrs. 45 mins.

Landings made at airports, 16.
Landings made in fields, etc., off airports,

15, After 10 of these off-airport landings
the tow-plane was able to launch the sail
plane from its landing place. On five
occasions the ship· had to be dismantled,
loaded Ol)to the trailer and hauled to an
airport for launching after being re
assembled.

He flew over 12 states: Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska, Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and New York.

Longest stopover was at Hastings, Neb.,
-7 days; second longest stopover was at
StroUdsburg, Pa.,-5 days.

Fisher has been flying gliders for 15 years,
during which he has attained many champ
ionships in Northwest soaring contests. In
1950 he made the first 3QO-km. flight in the
Northwest and became Washington State's
first Gold C pilot. On his cross-country
trek, Bob became the second pilot to soar
over the Cascades-one of the I1WSt
hazardous parts of his journey. The
previous sailplane flight across those
'ffiOlmtains was made from east to wc;st-a
much easier accomplishment.

ADMIRAL BEAUFORT~HIS SCALE
Club MeL man: "Mllskally speaking,gentlemen, the Beaufort Scale is only suitable

for wind instruments-eJliclllding the bagpipes which, er course, utilises downeurrents,
force 8!" Dumfries & Distric.t G.C.
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Amazing Retrieve
by A. E. Slater

A CROSS-eOUNTRY pilot, caught out hy an
unexpected downcurrent, had to put

down in the nearest available space, which
was a clear grass patch in the middle of (so
I am informed) a field of tomatoes. For
tunately he had been in touch by radio with
his crew, who sQon turned up at the
entrance to the field; and he anticipated a
tIuick retrieve, ex~pt that the dismantled
sect,ions of his machine would have to be
carried out between the lines of plants.

But a complication arose. The farmer
turned out to be an eccentric, who had laid
out his crop in the form of a maze; the
plants were too high to step over, though
fortunately not too high for the sailplane
sections to be lifted over them when

turning, the corners. By a further misfortune,
the farmer came along to see fair play; he
would neither disclose the shortest route
from the gate to the middle or vice versa,
nor, of course, would he allow his plants to
be knocked down by surreptitious attempts
at short cuts.

The map shows the rows of tomato plants
as black lines, which may not be cr~ed.
What route should the retrievers take?

A rather more subtle problem also 3!rises.
The retrieving team numbered only two,
and the farmer would not help. Bearing
this in mind, did all the sailplane com
ponents have to follow the same route as
they were carried out of the field" or was
some by-passing feasible?
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Cockpit Illumination in Sailplanes
by D. Brennig lames

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

thousand press-ups; no wonder they feel
tired!

Apart from the photographic and visual
fatigue advantages, Ken FrlPP states that
it is very useful for maintenance work since
a car's headlights trained on the nose
illiminate the insides very effectively at
night.

The two views, which I'm sure have been
recognised by all readers, were Lasham and
Basingstoke (Park Prewitt in the back
ground).

Fig. I

Instrument presentation in current prac.
tice is designed for maximum visibility when
flying at night; however, for sailplane
purposes there is obviously not much point
in this arrangement. In Fig. I the relative
brightness of panel and landscape is about
1 to 1,000. Each time one glances in at
one·s instruments, one's pupils must enlarge
to accommodate for the change in illum
ination, and after a long flight they must
have done the equivalent exercise of several
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FIGURE 1 is the view in the cockpit of a
. Weihe; note that none of the instru

ments are visible, due to lack ofillumination.
Fig. 2 shows a photograph taken with the

same camera and film under the same
conditions of lighting in my own Skylark
3F. Note that all the instruments are
clearly visible because the canopy is larger,
the cockpit is painted white inside, and the
fibreglass on the upper surface of the nose
of the aircraft has been clear-doped to let
the light in (Fig. 3).



~~ ,. ~LL - You
\ For and About 'YS

Instructors

were towed out on a slightly cuf'Ving path,
and when the slack was taken up, the cable
on the outside of the curve straightened,
thus crossing the inner one. The retrieve
car driver did in fact drive down the length
of the cables before the launch took place,
and found that before the launch they were
not crossed.

"Points to be learned from this unhappy
incident are:- .

"I. Make sure that the cable retriever
knows he must follow an absolutely straight
track between winches and glider.

"2. If the cable retriever suspects all is
not well the cables must be towed apart and
the pilot informed so that he can climb
away from the other cable.

"3. Always keep well away from disused
cables and watch them when a launch is
taking place. It is interesting to note that
in this case the cable drifted away from the
launch line although the Willd was calm.
This drift was probably caused by the
parachute and needs to be bome in mind
when standing near by.

"4. It is essential to teach people that
anyone can stop a launch by shouting
'STOP' as loudly as possible, if he is not
satisfied with its progress. The rule should
be, shout first and ask questions afterwards."

Comment: surely the vital thing is never
to tow out one cable further than the other.

mOSE AILERONS

Two cases have now occurred when
glider"S have taken off with their

ailerons disconnected. Ifi both the gliders
were broken, and it was due only to con
siderable good fortune that disaster did not
result.

The alarming aspect of both accidents
was that, du~ to the aileron push rod
gett\ng hooked up with the forked lever,

they nothing wrong showed up on control check.
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TWIN LAUNCHING

H ERE is an account I have received of an
accident in which two club members

were launched by a disused cable which was
crossed with the live one:-

"The dead cable was lying to one side of
the one in use with its end behind the glider
being launched. Its position was known to
the signaller and the other injured party
who had given it, as they thought, sufficient
clearance. When the glider took off, the
other cable went with it as well No-one
noticed this except one young lad who
shouted, 'look out: or words to that effect,
but he was too far away to be heard.

"Unfortunately the spare cable drifted
sideways over the ground towards the two
people (this drift was away from the glider)
who were struck by the opened parachute,
which caused them both injuries needing
hospital attention. (The signaller was
launched from four feet and then dropped
on his head.)

"The cables were crossed because

THE CAPSTAN

By next spring, all being well, a T-49
Capstan two-seater will be available to

the British Gliding Association for the
primary purpose of teaching and testing
instructors. Details are at present being
worked out as to how to obtain the greatest
benefit from this valuable aircraft; the full
scheme will be circulated tQ all C.F.I.'s,
who will be invited to oomment.

It is expected that the Capstan will spend
most of its time visiting all parts of the
country and as many clubs as ~sible, as
well as roosting for about three months in
one place for a series of instructor courses.
It is hoped also to run a few cross-country
soaring courses for instructors who have
not the facilities to get this sort of flying in
their own clubs.



Both gliders were acro-towed, and the push
rod did not become free until 200 fL in ol'le
case, and nearly 1,500 in the other
aileron control existing up to these heights.

Mistakes in rigging are most likely to
happen when this is done in a hurry, and as
a consequence the jobs of rigging and
inspection are combined. A safer method is
to rig the whole aircraft and then become
an inspector, systematically checking all the
rigging points by pushing and pulling as
well as looking. Each glider could well

possess a permanent rigging card. which is
used as a check to complete riggirtg before
the normal D.l. is carried out.

Finally, control checks should always be
made 10 ensure that full and free movement
in the correct sense exists for each control
surface separately, the pilot making a
conscious effort to prove that the controls
are not merely temporarily hooked up on
each other.

ANN WELCH.

A Pupil's Comments on Instructors
by "Daisy"

(It's All Yours is for and ABO UT instructors. In the following article a
pupil produces a few home truths. Is anyone'sface red?)

A GREAT deal of amusement is derived
from the misdeeds and misfortunes of

at-·'nitio pupils, whose early flying days
seem to consist largely of speed-dropping,
wing-dropping and clanger-dropping.

Being one of these unfortunate individuals
myself, I would like to make a plea that all
is not quite as it should be on the instructors'
side either. I have no real qualifications for
writing this article; but I consider myself
to be a very experienced two-seater pilot,
having taken longer to go solo than anyone
else I know. Thus I have been passed from
instructor to instructor, and haye been the
trial and tribulation of them all.

There is no particular Qrder in this
article; I have just written down, as they
came into my mind, some of the unfortunate
characteristics of a few sub-standard
instructors I have met.

I will begin with a type of instructor who
infuriates me above all others, and that is
the menace who cannot bear to let the stick
out Qf his nand for a moment. This is not
!he complaint of a pupil wno resents his
Instructor doing some of the flying. There
are many good rC:lsorts for his taking over
control, and 0<1 these occasions no pupil in
his right mind would object. Maybe the
instructor wants to demonstrate a particular
manoeuvre, or he wishes to take fuTl
advantage of a therrr.al so that the pupil
will have more 1Y.:ight to learn with after
wards: or it may be an emergency. But
OAce he has said, "She's all yours," yours
she should be. There should never be any

doubt as to who is in control.
At the same time there is no harm in the

instructor "following his pupil through" on
the cQ)1Iro!s, if that gives him a better idea
of how they are being handled. The
impOrtant thing is that he should not
interfere with his pupil's flying. We fly with
our senses-sight, hearing and touch (and
sometimes smell !)-and if any of these
senses is impaired in any way, our flying is
bound to suffer. Through the stick we feel
the reactions between the gl-ider and the air~

The stick should tell the pupil what the
aircraft is doing, not what the man in the
next seat is doing. If the pupil is flying
badly, but there is no immediate danger, the
instructor should make verbal criticism of
the flying. If the pupil is flying unnecessarlly
fast, for instance, the instructor must tell
him so. He will do no good by pulling back
on the stick and saying nothing.

The instructor who persists, out of sheer
bloody-mindedne~ or what-you-will, in
hanging on to the controls, is doing his
pupil no good whatever, and is wasting his
money into the bargain.

I have often wondered why an instructor
should be so reluctant to let go of the stick.
Maybe he just hasn't flown for a long time,
and he feels hard done by as a passenger.
This is a very sad state of affairs, but it is
a sacrifice which many instructors have to
make. They can't be flying and instructing
at the same time.

There is, however, one way of making
this kind of man see reason. A fellow-pupil
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\ I
PEACE

ON EARTH

Christmas Eve-and a
child <Ireams of the excitement
to come.. Gaily wrapped parcels,
cheerful crackers the tinsel
strewn tree. Won't you
help us to make that dream a reality ._
for all the children in our care? At this -' ~~
the season of goodwill we ask you to --=~

be especially generous so that they, too, will enjoy a
Happy Christmas. Don't let us disappoint them.

Please senda donation to:

DR. BARNARDO'S HOMES
150 Barnardo House, Stepuey Causeway, London, E.1.

1856

of mine told his instructor that by all means training I flew with one of these characters.
he could do all the flying if he wanted to, Although he made no verbal criticism of
but he could pay for it as well. my flying, we had been having arguments

The more likely explanation of the with the stick throughout the flight, which
"stick-hanger-on-er" is that he is scared stiff. was very irritating. Then as I was preparing
Here I sympathise very deeply. I should be for the final approach, the stick became
very scared myself of being flown around held in a vice. This made me really mad,
by a two-seater pupil; but, after all, and throughout the approach until just
instructors should be made of stemer stuff. before touch-down I was shaking the stick
It is their business to know just what about violently, to try and throw the
liberties a pupil may take with a glider instructor's hand off it. This reckless
before the situation becomes critical. If an performance raised no comment at all from
instructor is nervous all ,the time, he not the next seat. The remarks put in my log
only lacks confidence in his pupil, but also book read simply: "hill-soaring O.K.,
confidence in himself. approach and landing fairly good." My

A third possible -explanation of this own comments read: "My first flight with
worthless type of individual is that he feels Blank; and my last. A complete and utter
he could fly the thing so much better waste of time."
himself. No doubt he could! But if that is Before leaving this subject, I would like
his attitude he has no right to be sitting in to say how much I admire the instructor
the other seat. who leaves his pupil to deal with minor

When a pupil finds himself flying with a emergencies unaided. This must take
"stick-hanger-on-er" there are two courses considerable restraint at times, and is a
of action open to him. If he likes, he can challenge to the instructor's ability to asses.~

let go of the controls completely, and see if a situation quickly. If the instructor leaves
the instructor notices. If he doesn't, the it to the pupil for as long as he thinks safe
pupil will get a very favourable write-up in he will gain invaluable knowledge about
his log book. the pupil's reactions to nasty surprises. If

The other alternative is to fight the the emergency was brought abou.t by bad
instructor. Towards the end of my dual airmanship on the part of the pupil, this is
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Ode to an Instructor

attention to a character about whom it is
much easier to be rude. .

This is ,the roan who is rude to everybody
else. He steams around the sky, leaving
behind him a slip-stream of bad language.
When he is instructing he swears at his
pupils with such vigour that the people on
the ground hear every word. His methods
of intimidation are not to be recommended;
my message to any such instructor is:
"If you've got a big mouth, shut it."

I have a small grumble about instructors
who never stop talking, although their
pupils are trying hard to concentrate on
thei.r flying. Perhaps this is a subtle test, to
see how easily a pupil can be distracted! I
once spent half-an-hour hill-soaring with
an instructor who talked the whole time
about circuit-planning. His advice would
have been very useful had it been given on
some more suitable occasion, but hill·
soaring is a full-time occupation, especially
on busy days.

A pupil cannot have all his training
given him in the air: he must have verbal
instruction on the grQund, For this reason
I would like to commend the thoughtfulness
of the instructor who takes aside one or two
pupils, perhaps Qver tea, and tests them on
the things they ought to know and under
stand. This will unearth a great many
difficulties.

My remarks in this article have on the
whole been harsh. unkind and rude. I must
therefore stress the fact that my adverse
comments are directed at a very small
minority of instructors. By far the greater
number of them are good chaps, who
deserve every encouragement. In fact, my
one request to them is that they should
never despair of us, their pupils, however
hard a trial we may be.

Dear Instructor, make yourself to me
An oracle of great clarity.
]n the T.21 make your vision keen
To the other kites I've never seen.
Always near, always nigh,
Or under the earth we're likely to lie.
For, 0 Instructor, I'm so mad;
It will be the jolliest flight you've ever had.
So, dear Instructor, be always near,
Then you and I need never fear.

IRENE: BoWER, W.R.A.F.,
East Midlands G.C.

also a way of teaching him a memorable
lesson. When all is said and done, exper
ience is the only real instructor, But better
by far to have one's first bad experiences
while there is still somebody near by to help
if necessary.

I will now turn to my next topic, which
is centred around the fact that the many
circuits required of a pupil in his dual
training have a purpose, and that is to
develop his judgment. I was therefore very
surprised to come across an instructor who
taught his pupils to fly their circuits eLtirely
by the altimeter even at low altitudes, and he
never thought to suggest that visual com
parisons could be made at the same time.
This is no way to develop good judgment,
although some Concentrated iristrument
watching might succeed in developing sore
eyes. -

I have always understood that a perfect
circuit is one so judged that the aircraft
arrives on its approach path with the right
amount of speed and height to make a good
landing. But I have never he;!.rd any rules
about the shape of a perfect circuit, except
that if one turns left at the top of the launch
one should continue toroake a left-handed
circuiL And yet the unhappy instructor of
whom I am writing believes that a perfect
circuit should be perfectly ami geometrically
square. FurthemlOre, he believed that it
should always be of the same size, and that
the four corners of the circuit should always
occur at the same height, above his favourite
landmarks. Faced with the impossible, you
might expect this instructor to be a bundle
of nerves. But his calm expressionless face
dispels any such belief. Probably he hasn't
got any nerves to lose.

This man can easily be identified on the
flying field, for he will be seen to take his
pupil aside and ask him to watch a short
demonstration. He will then break into an
odd little dance. He begins by counting out
so many paces forward, coming to a halt,
and then declaring his height. After a pause
he will incline his head to the left, turn
through 90° and once more start counting
out paces. When he has repeated this four
times he will declare that he has no height
left.

You may catch him still counting out his
paces as he walks into the bar, and if you
watch closely while he drinks that pint of
beer, you may notice that his neck has a
decided left-hand kink in it. Here I will
leave our poor unfortunate, ,and turn my
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PUBLICATIONS

"MODEL AIRCRAFr"-Official Journal
of the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineers. Features ,contest winning model
designs, constructional articles, photo
araphs and reports Qf international and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from a'ny
newsagenL Send for specimen copy free
from "Model Airctaft", 19-20 Noel Street,
London, W.1,
PUT yourself in (he Pieture. .!3uy AIR
PICTORIAL ,each month for the world air
view in pictures and features. Reports and
photos of aircraft af historic interest also
modern light aircraft and sailplanes, milit
ary aviation news, spotters' notebook, etc.
Price 1/6<1. from your newsagent. For free
specimen copy send 6<1. in stamps to Dept.
S.G., Magazines and Publications Ltd., Z
Breams Build.ings" London. E.e.4.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
mode! sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
a typical phase of aeromodelling. Read
about this and other aeromodelling subjeeu
in o\I!ROMODELUJl., the warld's leading model
magazine, published monthly, price 2{
UODEL AI!ll.ONAUTlCAL PIlESS LTD., 31
aarendon Road. Watford. Herts.
.. THE GLIDING KIWI" - Illustrated
quarterly journal of the New Zealand Glid
ing Association. Annual subscription 8/·
sterling or $1 United States or Canada.
Write the Business Manager, 4 Barlow
Street, Ham, Christchurch, Ne,wZeaJand.
"AUSTRALIAN GLIDING" - monthly
journal of the Gl:iding Federation or
Australia. Editor, Peter Killmier, Subscrip
tion 30 shillings Australian, 24 sbillings
Sterling or 3.50 dollars U.S. and Canada.
Write f'Or free sample copy. "Australian
Gliding", Box 1650M, a.p.o., Adelaide.

StTUATIONS VACANT

SECOND Instructor required for Summer
months 1962. Apply to: Secretary, York
shire Gliding Gub, Sutton Bank, Thirsk,
Yorks.

FOR SALE

EXPLORE fresh sites with a self-propelled
roadworthy winch, sound engineering job,
Ford V8 power unit, good' c;ondition clw
cable. Also back parachute for sale.
Partieulars from Box 103.

FOR SALE (ConL)

CADET MK. 1. Aerotow cleared. 1'0 year
C. of A. completed. Instruments. Faired
Struts. Fletcher, 4 Queens Avenue, London,
N.IO.
CATALOGUE No. 41. Over 4,000 Items,
Electrical, Mechanical. Material etc. 9' x 3'
S.A.E. please. K. R. Whiston (Dept. SGS),
New Mills, Stockpon.
CtOB13ADGES. CAR badges and SELF
ADHESIVE stickers. CLOTH badges for
flying suits or blazers. Send for Price list
to P. and R. Publicity (Dept. 13), The
Broadway, Pitsea, Basildoll, Essex. VANge
2123.
NEW TRAILER for Sale. -Suitable for any
single seat glider, covered 4 mille gaboon
ply. £250 o.n.O. Apply P. Pozerskis, 24
Exeter Street, Kettering. Kettering 5552,
evenings 2995.
NYLON PARACHUTES recently released
by A. M.Backor Seattype.Superbcondition.
£8. carr. paid. .
MOBILE SALES CO., 101/103 Brixton Hill,
Landol'l, S.W.2. (TULse Hill 0121).
OLYMPIA 2 for sale with one year's C. ofA.
£600. Box No. 98.
OLYMPIA to be offered shortly. New C.
of A., trailer, parachute and instruments.
Southwaters., Nelson Close, Heath End,
Farnham, Surrey.
SHARE in SLINGSBY SKY based Lasham.
! for £280. Complete with trailer and instru
ments. Excellent condition, Current C. ofA.
WATSON. 29 Stanhope Gardens, S.W.7.
Si\.YLARK 3B in excellent condition. First
£1,100 cash secures. Trailer and full equip
ment also available. A. Coulson, 62 Edge
hill, Darras Hall, Ponteland, Northumber
land.
SET of CADET WINGS for sale. £15. Lt.
Col. G. E. TusOw, Holman's Croft, Rose,
Nr. Truro.
WEIHE A - 3. C. of A. valiq to March '62.
BlOwn canopy, full instruments,_ oxygen,
tl'2iler. £450. O. O. A. Klinge, R.e.A.F.,
Zweibri.\cken/Pfalz, Germany.
WEIHE recently imported, excellent con
dition, fully instrumented, oxygerJ,. bubble
canqp:y and lightweight trailer. £700 o.n.o.
Box 101.
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WANTED WANTED (Cont.)

T-31 starboard wing without spoilers. Box
No. 97.

T-21 fuselage wanted. State condition and
price. Box No. 96.

FLYING COVER INCLUDED WITH·
OUT ANY EXTRA PREMIUMS, for Life
Endowment Assurances, House Purchase
and Relirement Provision, for members of
Flying Clubs and Civil Airlines. Competitive
tenns for RAF. Personnel, Instructors, Test
Pilots. City Assurance Consultants Limited,
46 alOnon Street, London, E.CA. CITy
2651/2/3.

PERSONAL

WANTED Cadet or Tutor in good COD
ditiol', must be reasonably priced. Box 102.
WANTED Prefect with Spoilers or Baby
Grunau. Current C. of A. State price and
condition. Box No. 95.

TUTOR STRUTS WANTED. Offers to:
Ground Engineer, Doncaster & District
Gliding Club, Ellers Road, Doncaster,
Yorkshire.

REQUIRED-Prefect, Tutor, Grunau
Baby, (either). with or without· trailer.
Immed. decision, interested in any similar
style. Apply Box No. 100

OLYMPIA 2a Wanted. Age not material if in
good condition, but not more than II yea~
old. Preferably with trailer. Details and
price to Box No. 99.
PRANGED High Performance Sailplane
any condition, not too old. Clark-Lewis, Mill
St., Ouery SI. Mary, Devon.

HIGH/MEDIUM perfonnance single seater
sailplane. 15 metre preferred but could
consider suitable 18 metre machine. M.
Wilson, The Bungalow, Lock Lane, Hohne
On Spalding Moor, E. Yorks.

BOOK REVIEWS
Where No Birds Fly, by PlnLIP WILLS. Published 1961 by George Newnes;

London. Price 21s. •

FE"': pilots .~em ~bl~ to put into words the many emot~ons which a pilot feels whe~ he
flies. Phihp Wills IS undoubtedly one who can, and hiS lates1 book, "Where No· Birds

Fly", gives proof positive. It is a worthy successor to "On Being a Bird" and will, I am
sure, convince many "doubting Johnnies" on the fascinating aspects of our sport.

Philip describes many of his flights in different parts of the world. Flights, though
previously recorded, when published as a collection are tremendously stimulating. To use
a sentence from Peter Scou's foreword: "Gliding can bring on occasions a black despair,
but on others a glorious glow of achievement".

In the book there is a remarkable chapter entitled "Us". It tempts me to ask PhiUp:
"When will you write a full autobiography? An account of your early days in flying,
rebuilding the British Gliding Association, your wartime work with Air Transport
Auxiliary, to mention but a few highlights of your career?" Philip is not only the finest
pilot wc have ever produced, but he is surely the hardest working and most successful
administrator any sport has ever had.

I once met a m.an wllo shared a room with Philip during his school days at Harrow.
He told me that at one period Philip built himself a crystal radio set and would spend
many hours trying to make it work. Me said that, even at th"il.t early age, Philip refused to
be beaten, and his tenacity and perseverance impressed him tremendously.

When you have read "Where No Birds Fly", as I know you will, you, too, will see
how Philip Wills reached the top. It is a study of single-mindedness of purpose, and one
which I recommend to all glider pilots, as they will undoubtedly benefit from it.

W.A.H.K.

Dying High, by AVON CURRY. Published by W. H. AlIen, London.
Price 12s. 6d.

A NEW epoch in the history of gliding has dawned. We glider pilots are no longer the
lunatic fringe' of society! "Nothing stirred the quiet rythm of the peaceful little club

tUcked in a fold of the Nonh Downs until ...", etc.
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A. E. C. RUSS£LL

Now gliding is just a background for the real things oflife, such as murder; sabotage,
suicide and jealous hatreds. This book, "Dying High", ha~ a good typical "wno dun it"
plot, set in an imaginary gliding club somewhere near London. A pilot has been kiTIed by
diving his glider into a barn. His girl friend is convinced that such an expert pilot could not
have met his end this way unless the machine had been sabotaged.

If you like crime thriIlers you will certainly enjoy this book. If you want gliding
bet:er known as a sport to the great public, books like this are as good a way as any.
But if you are saddened by the vulgar popularisation of your sport, I fear it is too late
to go back, and you wiIl have to take up baIloon hopping!

Correspondence
SUGGESTED CHANGES IN F.A.L RULES

Dear Sir,
I agree with Peter Scou's letter in the OCtober issue in one respect only. The rule

concerning the "point of orig.in" as applied to triangle flights should be made to Cover
distance, goal and out-and-return flights also. This would clarify the confusion of "point
of release" and bring the rules for the various tasks mote in line.

My suggestion here is that the rules should allow the pilot to release with the required
1 kilometre of the nominated point of origin, or, if he has released too far away, be allowed
to cross it after release at not more than 1,000 metres, ete. This would make it possible
to be aero-towed for an early start on an out-and-return, where you release in some sou~ce

of Ijft more than 1 km. away and try to hang on until the thermals pop and the time comes
to go. You may not be able to land in the vicinity of the release, or stay airborne,. unless
you release where you did.

The rules as they now are were made before aero-towing was universaIly used. A
release point observed only by the tug pilot is not, due to circumstances, accurate enough.

Now as to overflying your goal. Certainly you may do this. It is for the pilot to
decide. If he arrives at the goal too early he curses himself for having made it too near.
If his goal gives him a Diamond or a record, he lands. If he goes on he could achieve a
Distance Diamond or record. But obviously he cannot and may not claim both. (Similarly
jf for an out-and-retum or a triangle.) What would happen if you go on and fall short of
the distance claim? Do you then meekly come back and say: "Please, Sir, I miscalculated,
but may I now claim the lesser task?"

The fascination of the sport is exactly that, that you should accurately assess the
whole situation and accomplish the ultimate which is possible as you see it before you start
and not after the flight is nearly over.

The same remarks apply to dog-leg flights. These could be very fascinating if you
accomplish them exactly as planned and declared. But what art is there in hareing off to
some unstated point until blocked by the weather, taking a quick photo of the terrain and
dashing off to the next best point as dictated by conditions as you find them?

The rules, if changed as asked for by Peter Scott, must be changed for all: then how
are the pilots of small land masses better able to hold their own? After all, it is not only a
small land mass which makes gliding achievement unequal There are things like the
Sierra Nevada, Texas,.and distances from poles 01" equators which are sent to try us.

E. DoMM1SSE.
Pretoria, Republic ofSoUlh Africa.

GULLS IN SHIP-THERMALS ANI) WAVES
Dear Sir,

I. have never seen seagulls flying in the same manner as Mr. Shattock's rooks
(October 1961, p. 313). I have, however, seen them sQaring the therrnals which came off
the deck of a coasting ship- I have also seen them wave-soaring.

The therrnal1ing took place about ten miles east of Abe~deen. The ship, about
180 ft. long by 27 ft. beam, was on a southerly course and the wind was about W. by N.
There were some good solid-looking "cauliflowers" over the land, but they all broke up
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on crossing the coast. The sky over the ship was clear and the win4 fresh. There were the
usual crowd of gulls slope-soaring the weather side of the ship and, about every twenty
minutes or so, a few of them would start to circle and drift off downwind. Having reached
between 100-200 ft. an4 being about half a mile away, they would all, within a few
seconds, lose interest in the thermal-suggesting to me that the lift had failed. Some of them
returned to us and some went to investigate other ships in the vicinity.

The wave-soaring took place on the south beach at Bridlington, and I must say
they seemed to be totally unskilled at this form of exercise. The sea wall with the terracing
above it and private hotels above that forms a "hill" of perhaps 150 ft. or maybe less. It
was low water with the. wind again about W. by N., a cold, fully overcast day in winter.
The gulls were. scavenging along the edge of the sea, about four or five hundred yards from
the sea wall. Every now and again they would start to soar and rise to about twenty or
thirty feet. They they appeared to lose all control and would descend, flapping wildly, to
within a few feet of the water. Regaining control, they would be obliged to fly upwind
again to reach the edge of the sea. TlUs suggests that they had drifted back out of the lift,
or off the top if it, into the associated downcurrent, and probably the soaring, as well as
the descent, were completely unplanned. The lift seemed fairly steady. as birds were going
up and coming down all the time I watched, about half an hour.

F. DAWSON.
Londoll, 5.£.3.

UGHTNING DAMAGE
Sir,

From Mike Gee's and Anne Bums's accounts of being struck by lightning, the
damage appears to take1he form of the ply being blown outwards from within. Assuming
this to be due to a large potential difference between the metal parts of the aircraft-control
runs, etc.-and the cloud outside, one remedy would be to earth all metal parts together
(including instruments), using suitable connections, which in some cases would have to be
flexible and/or removable, and to connect them to a suitable wick in the ~irstream.

So much for the aircraft: however, the hazard to the pilot would be inereased, since
the potential difference between him and the controls would now be greater. Since he is
essentially a lot of electrolyte in an insulated tank, it would not be sufficient merely to
attach an earth wire to his wrist. The simplest r~medy would be to clamp it to his tongue or
run a probe up his nose.

As my ideas Illay not be entirely correct, in which case the pilot would now be
somewhat vulnerable, it might be more practical to adopt the theoretically less satisfying
course of dressing the pilot in rubber shoes, rubber gloves and rubberised flying suit.
Perhaps some of our many gliding doctors may care to experiment?

C. A. HELy.HuTCHINSON.
H.M.S. Dreadnought.

GATE·CRASHERS
Dear Sir,

Have you ever witnessed this scene? Two Instructors from different clubs are having
a quiet beer when one remarks: "We had a chap, bent the Tutor-most stupid approach
I've ever seen. Bloke called Ebenezer Plugworthy." "That was the Sierra Bravo that fl.ew
Our Prefect into the windsock." How many of these people are there, going cheerfully from
c~ub to club, often claiming vast experience and then cheerfully breaking everything in
Sight?

Sir. in a few words, and in the accident reports in future, J want names. If some
body's dim enough to get out of an aircraft in half a gale to watch it blow over, I want to
know Who, because I'm not letting them near one of my club's aircraft. Not on your Nelly!

M. C. USHERWOOO.
Doncaster.

Unfortunately our correspondent's suggestion would defeat its own ends. Experience
has shown that clubs will only send in accident reports if they are assu,red that the name of
!he dub will not be published;.and the name of the pilot would, of course, reveal the
Identity of the club. At present it is the almost invariable practice at clubs that visitors of
unknown oompetence are sent up for a check flight with an Instructor before being allowed
to fly solo.-Eo.
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JOINING BROKEN PIANO \VIRE

~~b .=l--_.....J) WIRE.

Wlk£"- ~.

Dear Sir.
We have read with interest the various articles in SAILPLANE & GLIDING on the

problems in finding a suitable joint for piano-wire winch cables. When our C!,ub com
menced flying some two years ago, we were restricted to winching only, using a winch
fitted with piano wire and borrowed from a neighbouring Club who were then aero-towing.
They had had a lot of trouble in finding a joint that would pass through the lead-in gear
without causing a break, and, even more so. one that would not lock itself IJnder a layer
of wire on the drum. I might add that the winch has a fairly narrow drum and at that time
had no laying-on gear, and the wire had a tendency to build up in the centre of the drum
and then topple over.

The joint in use was simply to loop the two ends of the wire, one thrQugh the other,
and roll the ends several times awund tbe wire, thus making a flexible joint that stood up
quite well to a large number of launches but had to be wrapped with insulation tape to
overcome the tendency to catch under the rolls on the drum. Of course the tape wore
rapidly and had to be replaced daily.

We tried various sleeves, etc., but all were too involved or required heavy tools to
twist or crimp them onto the wire. Finally we tried passing the ends alongside each other
and rolling them around the other wire. This made a neat join, but we soon found that
one end would straighten and pull out, leaving the other nicely curled like a pig's tail. A
little investigation soon showed that where the two ends were bent to begin the roll around

END the wire, a screwing effect was introduced
so that one end simply screwed its way out.
What was needed was something in between
the two bends for the wire to pull against,
and for this purpose a piece of flat copper
was introduced, the ends being wrapped
around the joint. This did the job. but the
loading caused the ends of the copper strip
to srra.ighten out at right angles to the
wire.

From there we got on to the sleeve still
in use. It consists of c9mmercial ~-in. LD.
solid drawn copper tube. Two pieces 6
inches or so in length are laid side by side
and bronzed on both sides to give a double-
barrelled effeCt. This is then cut off in

!4.~.rt£. c-:-- --? WINOtNG approximately t-in. lengths. The ends of
p ~ r- TOOL the wire are fed through the tube. one from
~~ -- ._- - either end, and bent at almost right angles.e--u-----![J A tool simply made from a pieoe of t-in.(9: -. _______ water pipe is used to coil the wire ends

around the wire for three turns. At this
lV'~=-;E ""'. stage the outer side of the end being wound

is nicked with a thn:e-eornered file; a further slight turn of the tool then breaks off the
end, leaving a neat finish with no protrusion. To hold the wire while twisting the tool, an
ordinary pair of vice grips is clamped on the sleeve.

After considerable use the sleeve is found to become slightly twisted. The only odd
failure so far is through the wire breaking at the first bend or occasionally unwinding and
pulling out, perhaps through making a too accurate bend or in the second case not putting
on sufficient turns.

II or 12 S.W.G. wire fits neatly through the tube, but it is necessary to remove any
rags and cut the wire ends cleanly. Certainly four items are required to make the joint: a
good file, vice grips, winding tool and the sleeve. In our case we carry a supply ofsleeves in
the hollow handle of the tool. However, it does make a neat strong joint and above all
requires no expensive materials.

It is not being used on a sealed runway, Qut Jdo not think it would wear"Cven so. Or.
if it did, I should imagine.a lot of use could be had before replacement was necessary. I
hope the foregoing may be of some use to Clubs who are having difficulties, and we would
be most pleased to hear the opinions ofanyone who tries the idea. CAAL PERHAM.
Wlulktl11111e Gliding Cl/lb, NZ
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STIFFER LOG BOOKS

nJERMAL CENTRING USING WATER VAPOUR DETECTORS
Dear Sir,

The,rmal "sniffers" using tempemture heads on the wing lips have heen disappointing
(or various reasons, as pointed out by Paul MacCready in the July 1961 issue of Aero Revue.
Wet-bulb 'temperatures are hard to measure, and water content measured bya microwave
refractometer is impracticable in a glider.

If a thin-walled porous !'Ot is suddenly put into a moister atmosphere, the pressure
will rise slightly within it as water molecules will diffuse inwards faster than the air molecules
will diffuse out (water having the lower molecular weight). On this basis we oould design
tWO possible types of instrument. Firstly, we could have a porous diaphragm built flush
into the side of the fuselage with the sealed cavity on the inside connected to a sensitive flow
meter like that ofa Cobb Slater or Horn variometer. This instrument would give a reading
of the change of humidity encountered while passing through the air, and with suitable
interpretation would be of use in thermal centering. Secondly, one could have streamlined
unglazed porcelain pO.rous pots at the wing tips connected by tubing co nected d,ifferentially
to the same kind of flow meter as before. Air in the system would now tend to' flow away
from the wing tip in the moistest air, giving an indication on the flow meter of the direction
of best lift.

D. BRENNJG JAME'S.
Marlow CommOtl, Bucks,

CROWS IN THERMALS
Dear Sir,

I was most interested in 1. H. Shattock's letteI in the October issue concerning Rooks
in Thermals. I was fascinated a few weeks ago to observe a similar performance near Dale
in Pembrokeshire. About SO Rooks were soaring in what must have been an extremely
active upcurrent beneat'1) cumulus and about 3 miles inland. The procedure was exactly as
described by Mr. Shattocl. After the Rooks reached an altitude of about twelve to fifteen
hundred feet they closed their wings and dived vertically to earth again.

I have related this ex~rience to several members of my Club, most of whom think
I am pulling their legs. Perhaps they will now believe me!

Incidentally, I have also seen Buzzard Hawks doing chandelIes and Ravens doing
loops-but I had better not elaborate, otherwise my C.F.I. will ground me pending a
psychiatrist's report!

GRAHAME BARRETI.
West Wales Gliding Club.

Dear Sir,
I was recently taking the opportl,lnity, provided by a dense fog smothering the Long

Mynd, to write up my previous flights during the Cambridge University Gliding Club's
September Camp there. Alas" the writing up of gliding log books affords little pleasure.
Wc pay four shillings for a RG.A. log. book which, ,in the form of a child's exercise oook,
could be purchased for a few pence at Woolworth's.

Surely there will be a great demand for a properly bound and stiff-covered book with
the leaves sewn in, Ifsuch were available, the glider pilot's log book would then ,attain the
status of that of the power pilot who regards his log book with such pride and affection.

P. O'DoNALD.

ALBERT FALDERBAUM

A FANTASTIC ~erobaticdisplay in a Lo-100
sailplane wIll be remembered by all who

attended last year's World Championships
at Cologne. The pilot, Albert Falderbaum,
had the misfortune to lose his life on 29th
September near Augsburg, when his para
Chute failed to open after abandoning his

light aeroplane in a spin. Falderbaum took
up gliding at 14, soloed an aeroplane at 15,
and won three consecutive German aero
batic championships in 1938, 1939 and
1960. His sailplane acrobatics always ended
with a low upside-down beat-up of the
airfield followed by a half-roll and landing.
He was 48.
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THE coming festive season prompts me to mention a few of the Club Chris~mas Parties
that 1 have heard about.

November 24th, Blackmore Vale Dinner in Blandford; 9th December, Essex Club
Party; 16th ~mber, Bristol Club Party; 20th December, Kronfeld Club Party.

We welcome to these -columns for the first time a Aew R.A.F.G.S.A. Club, the
Red Hand, at Ballykelly, Northern Ireland.

All that remains is for me to wish you all a very merry Christmas and good thermals
in 1962, and thank you for your continued co-operation during the past year.

The final date for copy and photographs for the FebnJary issue is Wednesday,
13th DecemlX:r. Don't forget, copy must be typed, double-spaced on foolscap, and it
does help a lot if you indicate the paragraphs you would wish cut first. and also the total
number of words.

YVONNE BoNI-lAl\1•
. Association and Club News Editor.

ABERDE'EN
I T is some considerable time since we last

appeared In ptlill, but we have been
pressing on, and our most recent highlight
was tile completion by our Chairman,
Cordon Whitehead, in the s~ndicate Weihe
of his Silver C.

While at Portmoak, 5-hour legs were
performed by AngQs Macaulay, our C.F.I.,
in the Tutor and John Campbell in the
Weihe. Cs were gained by Robin Mc
GregQr, Allan Stewart, Jan Robertson and
Lewis Mackay.

We would like to take this opportunity
Qf thanking the S.G.U. for their hospitality
to our members during both visits- this
year.

At our own site we are pleased to record
solos by JoYce Smith, Archie Baird and Pat
McCann, and to welcome back Harvey
P()le after a lengthy absence.

Launches for the year have so far passed
our previous best, and this is in some part
due to the fully booked summer courses

which everyone seemed to enjoy. Due
credit must be paid to our three youngest
members, Allan MiddlelOn, SlUart Carrie
and Robin McGregor, who must have
amassed a record number of winch and
jeep-driving hours during these courses.

To round off all this, five of our members
have gained B.G.A. Instructors' categories.

F.C.M.

BLACKMORE VALE
W E have now flown over 1,000 launches

- -since we started operating. A winch
has llPpeared and has improved the height
of our launches.

Most of our ex-power pilot members have
now gone solo and these have now been
followed by our first home-trained pupils,
Ted Andrew. Pete Ba;<,endine and Alan
Palmer, going solo on the r5th of October.

A caravan on the field is proving very
useful as a tea-shop, office and storm shelter,
thanks to Martin Candy, who obtained and
adapted it for us.

We now have our own hangar and
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G.S.N.

hours were logged, 200 more than in any
previous year.

The average time per launch, which was
10 minutes in 1951, has now risen '0 17
minutes. There were 3,027 cross.country
miles, 1l10re than twice the annual avera~e
of the last 10 years. True progress. IS
reflected by the fact that over a third of the
year's mileage was flown in closed circuits,
i.e., in triangles and out-and-retum flights.

A record number of LI pilots ,completed
their Silver C qualifications, and the total
number of Silver C legs was 36, six more
than last year. Three memberS gained
Gold C legs, among them George Whitfield
who completed his Gold Badge. .

In' July and August the Club held SIX

Elementary Gliding Courses. The Course
Secretary, Stanley Woolston, had his
problems ,this year, for BIl!ehell, the Club's
T-21, had "sloped off" for an exten4cd
holiday at Kirbymoorside. The Perkms
Gliding Club came to our rescue by offering
their T-21 for hire and everything went
well.

The September Camp at the Long Mynd,
which has become a regular feature, could
have done with more west wind. Neverthe
less, 113 hours were accumulated in hill lift,
thermals and waves, and Ray Haddon
managed his 5-hour flight.

One of the most exciting flights of the
year was enjoyed by John Brenner in the
Olympia on 20th August. In the late
afternoon of this day, the sky over Cam
bridge invited the glidermafl with an
astounding display of wave clouds, a very
rare sight in East Anglia.

From an aerotow to some generous
altitude, John found wave lift at 5,000,
4,000 and 3,000 ft., where he maintaine.d
height for 15 minutes.

CORNiSH

O· N the week-end 30th September-1st
October we had a visit from B.B.c..

Television. Although the weather was not
co-operative for the whole week-end, the
ridge worked pQwerfully on the Sunday

A.L.S. afternoon.

CAM'BRIDGE Things have slowed down consid.erably
now as the courses have finished at the end

EVER before has the Cambridge Uni- ,of a very busy Slimmer. The Club members
versity Gliding Club seen as much whose long range weather forecast-or

flying as in the academic year ending in chance-led them to course N·o. 17, did
September 1961. With a fleet of six club- well as this course had 5~ hours' flying
Operated sailplanes, of which only four including some wave flying. This wave is
\\lere available most of the time, 1,300 flying a rare one but one would expect it to be
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BRISTOL

THE last is~ue we..nt to press at a slightly
inconvenIent time to report on our

week-end rally which was held at the
beginning of September. .

This was..supported by twenty-one glll;lers
which we felt was the maximum we could
handle. The weather turned out to be
highly anti-cyclonic; magnificent for sun
bathing but lISeless for soaring and the
farthest any'body g@t from the site was
Cheltenham.

However, the barbecue on the Saturday
night was very successful and a good social
week-end was had by all. Many thanks to
all the people who turned up to support the
rally; we hope to see you all again at our
next effort and will try to get a new pieoe of
seaweed for the met. man.

The new Swallow is fUlly operational and
is being well utilised.

The skeleton of a prehistoric glider of the
Species Scud 3 has recently appeared in the
hangar and is undergoing extensive reno
vation by a group of seven optimists.

There has been an increase in social
activity in the Club recently, no doubt due
to the reduced subscription for married
couples; congratulations t'o Lucy Barlow
and Ted Chubb on their recent engagement..

With the end of the soaring season,
marked by a notable flight by Denis
Corrick to Great Yarmouth (in the Skylark
2c) for Gold C distance and Diamond Goal,
we are pressing on with the winter pro
gramme.

A surprising number of people have been
seen overhauling vehicles, painting the
hangar, rebuilding trailers and digging
holes.

All this is excellent training for the party
season, including the Christmas party on
16th December.

although it is a very tight "tailored" fit for
the T-21 and Tutor, our aircraft are now
safe.

Our first Club Dinner has been arranged
for the 24th November in Blandford.

G.B.



despite indifferent weather, that another
was fixed fol' October and proved equally
successful.

The Swallow was taken to Cornwall in
August and Charles Ogilvie (Nyasaland)
obtained his C at Perranponh, as did
"Steve" Harwood.

Other visitors from overseas during 1961
have been John Bristow and George Stables
from Kenya, and Ralph Crates from
Northern Nigeria, while "Sandy" Keay (also
N. Nigeria) is expected home by the time
these notes appear.

At the Dunstable aerobatic contest the
Swallow was flown by four pilots. Humphr)'
Dimock and Godfrey Harwood were not
placed in the first five, but the latter is
believed to be the first to make use of a
smoke trail in these contests. J.S.G.H.

J.E.K.

DERBY and LANCS.
A SIGN of approaching winter with its

snowdJifts and clamp on the hill was
the beginning of the socjal season with a
fancy dl"ess dance organised by the Social
Committee on Saturday, 7th October.

This produced some splendid and
improbable costumes ranging from Brian
Holrnes as a SI. Trinianite to Harry Mid
wood as a sort ofblue beer-drinking sausage.

Future winter seasons will be made more
successful and cornfonable by the conver
sion of the present aircraft workshop to a
clubroom.

The workshop is to be moved to the
hangar. This has been made possible by
private owners having been persuaded to
keep their gliders de-rigged in their trailers.
Thus, in spite of the growing numbers of
machines on the site, the hangar seems
almost empt)'.

The latest arrival is a Skylark 3-F,
bought by the old "Derwent" syndicate.
"Derwent", an Olympia 2-B, has been taken
over by Messn. Wood, Harrisotl and Hare.

C.D.D.-J. Since the lastQub report, cross-eountries

CROWN AGENTS have been few. Jose Newmark has been
. . to Ludlow in the Club Skylark, Tom Smith

(Lasltam) to Ingoldmells in his Olympia, Paul New.

SINCE our last appearance in these pages mark to Swanton Morley in the Club
we can claim an interesting season's Skylark, and Ron AUen to the East Coast

record. One of the highlights was the in the Club Olympia.
experience of soaring. the rare lee wave at The training programme has made a
Dunstable on Sunday, 9th April, to a height terrific spurt, however, and the following
of 2,300 ft. have flooded onto the Tutor list :-S. A.

During July a week's course at Lasham Pritchard, B. Holmes, P. B. Clark, H. A.
was arranged for some of our members, and BlomiIy, H. R. Chrichton, Ibberson, W.
this was found so beneficial and enjoyable, Kruger, C. Brown, 1. WiIliams, G. Airey,
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COVENTRY
A s the soaring season draws to a close we

record what will alm~t certainly be the
last erQSs-country of the year, Ivor Tarver's
4-hour "Cooks Tour" of all the local
airfields.

Certificates were gained by G. Harvey,
J. MacDonald .and K. Hornby. Doug
Findons gained his C in a ballasted T-2l.
Bill May did his 5 hours in the Club Olympia
and Frank Neale his in a private Olympia,
both on the EdgehiIl ridge.

Whilst the red Prefect was undergoing
repairs at Kirbymoorside, her cream sister
was sold to the Dumfries Gliding Club. The
Ka-2b has been fitted into the training
programme and most of our members
are now used to her.

A ninety-year-old passenger had his first
flight in the Ka·2b, to the accmnpanyment
of pictures and paragraphs in the local press.

We appear to have passed the I,OOO·cross
country miles mark this year by a com
fortable margin. Stan Clarke, our tug
master, is hoping to do 1,000 aero-tows in
the year, and thanks largely, we suspect, to
his efforts, is threatening the Club with a
small profit.

rarer as our cliff faces out into the Atlantic.
We hope soon to see another glider flying

from the site; a venerable Kite 1. If this
machine achieves half of its WaIter Mitty
like owner's daydreams it will do very well
indeed. Another old-timer, the Avia, has
now emerged from its ten plus with a superb
finish and it will be interesting to see how
these two aircraft compare in flight.

The Club is very sorry that Vie Prowse is
leaving the district. Vie is not only a first
class instructor but a very popular member
who used to write this cOlumn.

The Club wishes the rest of the gliding
fraternity a very merry Christmas and a
very soarable new year.



J. Browne, B. Young, K. Gregory, R.
Orton and P. Street. F.D.W.

DEVON & SOMERSET
(Dunkeswell)

By the end of September we had already
reached our target of 5,000 launches

for 1961 and weather permitting should
achieve 6,000 launches and 650 hours by
the year's end. . .

This year has produced SIX Sliver C legs
bv members. Tony Lapbam completed his
Silver C with a climb to 6,000 ft., after many
tries! Dave Minson gained height and
distance in a flight to Alresford just short
of Lasham.

Rcg Chubb did his distance to Clevedon
near Bristol, and John Hancock his into
Dorset. John Fielden declared an out-and
return to Lasham and after arriving at
Lasham in 2 hours was very unlucky to
land at Chard, just 12 miles short of
Dunkeswell, and a Gold C plus!

John Fielden has, during the last few
months, been organising 6 a.m. starts on
Sunday mornings for ab-initio pupils,
taking advantage of thl> prevailing calm
conditions. By limiting the number of
persons to about siX, a sensible number of

launches per person can be given and our
number of solos has risen considerably.

Thanks to the efforts of Hugh Stringer
and some of our ladies the Club caravan is
now in operation at the end of the runway,
offering comfort and refreshment for all.
It should do a roaring trade during the
winter months. P.E.B.

DUMFRIES and DISTRICT
(Townfoot}
FLYING has been fairly regular during the

past two months and there have been
some good hill-soaring days. George Binns
and Jim McKinstray qualified for C's and
Douglas Houston and Neville Gray got
away solo.

We now have, thanks to Coventry, a
syndicate Prefect and equipment is being
gathered together ready for our first cross
country attempt.

There have been a few visitors at Town
foot but none have so far arrived by air
what aoout some of these goal flights we
read about? G.J,K.

ESSEX
W ITH nine first solos during the past two

months we are beginning to see the
fruils of our labours. The Tutor is taking

Essex Club's T·21B over North Weald, photographed from a Miles Messenger
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mOfeof the load off the T·21 and we must.
now look to a second solo machine to keep
these budding pundifs happy.

Our winch, a Bedford truck conversion by
our M.T. ,chief, Eric Pagram, has proved
itself fully up to the job and construction of
the second drum is under way.

Thanks to the enthusiasm of our mem
bers, the nea:ssity to rig and de·rig our
gliders every day has 110t proved too· much
of a handieap, so that all in all our first few
months of full operation ITawe gone ,quite
well.

With the able support from our members'
wives we are installing a Tea-cum-5nack
Bar at the Clubhouse.

Our first Christmas party takes place at
the Clubhouse OD Saturday,. 9th December,
when we welcome all members and their
attachments. M.'a.R.

KENT
W EST Mailing has conti~ued to pwduce

good thermals and quite a lot of local
soaring has been carried out in the Olympia
and Prefect since August.

Ken Briss.enden, who has worked so hafd
to get the winches and vehicles into first·
class order, gajned his C in the Prefect, and
Ron Cousins also got a C only a fortnight
after his first solo.

Bill Gartland 'has also made his first solo,
and Don Connolly has achieved a B
certificate having retumed to Gliding 15
years after getting his A-

Roy Hubble spent 5 hours patrolling the
cliffs at Perranporth in the Swallow while
on holiday in Comwall', and so 'completed
his Silver C. Training is going on as busily
as ever and the new flying progress books
are proving a great success.

We were sorry to have to say goodbye
reeentlyto Commander Ted Rice, V.S.N.
Finally, congratulations to Shirley and
Denis Monc](,ton on the birth of ,their
daughter. P.B.

LAKES
W HILST, of ceurse, the Lakes Gliding

Club is still a small affair by com
parison with many other clubs, the fact is

that it continues to grow and develop, if not
with spectacllJar spe.ed then certainly with
a steady realiability.

A new bird is now homing on the top
fells. It is the privately-owned Kite which
has recently been acquired by our GrO\,lnd
Engineer, Ernie Dodd, and his .colleague,
Gerry Wilson.

This n@w brings the numbef' of gliders
()perating regulaTly from mu site to five.
These are made up of three Club and two
private gliders.

Congratulations are heartily extended to
Ann Ta-ylor and Shirley Waid on being the
first two lady members of the Club to solo.

Both these ladies achieved their success
whilst on Courses at Dunstable and Cam
bridge I'espectively. We were interested to
learn that Shirley's solos, of which there
were five flights, were done in a Slingshv
Swallow.

D.H.M.

LASHAM
T HE news that we have at last secured a

long lease of the airfield was reported
in the la..t issue. The brief announ,cement
gave little idea of the years of interminable
negotiation that were required to ensure
the future of Lasham.

The first evident result has been the
transformation of the tattered and rusty
.remains of the old hangar to a gleaming red
framework, soon to be covered with
llSbestos sheeting.

The next step is to put the finishing
touches to Frank Kinder's clubhouse
design; and also to deal with the small
matter of raising the necessary X thousand
pounds to build it with.

Notable flights made during the season
have been reported in the ¥arious Club
notes. Up to the middle of October we had
done a total of 22,500 launches, this in
spite of recent week-ends washed out by
gales, rain or fog-, the Autumn Competition
week-end being one of these.

The proceedings were, however, enlivened
by an early-morning fire in the club
house which, apart from disrupting the
.electricity, water, gas, telephone and beer
supplies, did less damage than was at first

NOT TO WORRY
Innocent Member (eager to learn): "What's the signal for a cable break?"
Duty piiot (after making a few hasty runs of the field to repair the cable): "Don't

worry; the instructor usually drops the knife and tape on 'the way past."
Dumfries & District G.c.



J.N.C.

feared.
One of the features of this season has

been the large number of gl'ider pilots from
all over the world who have flown at
Lasham.

One recalls visHors from Australia,
poland, Ghana, Nigeria, U.S.A., Eire,
France, Uganda, Belgium, New Zealand,
Sweden, India, Norway, GermaTlY, HoUand,
South Africa, Argentine, Canada, Tan
ganyika, Italy, Rhodesia, Switzerland and
JceJand.

LONDON

THE Dunstable wave came early with
flights to over 4,500 ft. by Charles Ellis

and Mike Fairman on the 20th of August.
Therma]s Fetumed on the 27th and t'ook

Guy Col!inssplatt 60 miles home to tea in
Denston, while John Argent's first cross
country of lOO miles followed his first solo
by a mere six months. August's last note
worthy flight was John Cardiff's lOO-km.
out-and-retum to Rushden on the 30th.

Early September brought a lOO-km.
triangle by S. Beck in the Sky and 108 miles
by A. Tamow in the Skyl~k 2.

The T-21c has j,oined the fleet after
successful airworthiness tests. This and the
Eagle should get higher launches from the
new 120-h.p. winch now under construction

The private fleet booms. '];om Zealley has
imported a KA-6 from Finland, while two
new KA-6's and a 460 are on order. The
BE.A. Club took oveT the KA·7 and Frank
Pozerskis has brought in an Eagle from
Northampton.

For the fifth year in succession the sun
shone on the Aerobatic Contest on the
24th September, which event is fully
reported elsewhere in this issue.

legs and many 5-hour legs have been flown.
Two T-42 flights on 20th August made

contact with good wav~ conditions. The
first flight by Wilbur Wright and Keith
Mansell reached 9,000 ft. a.s.1. from an
aero-tow to 3,300 ft. a.s.1. over Bishops
Castle and was followed by a similar flight
by Cecil Greenhill and Stephen Wills.

By way of contrast the 5G-38 has been
flown on several week-ends and pilots have
produced an interesting variety of circuits
from 600-ft. launches.

Another Course Season has been satis
factorily completed and we take this
opportuJ;lity of extending our gratitude to
our resident instructor, Jack Minshall, and
his band l!)f Club instructors and winch
drivers for the flying side, to our Ground
Engineer, Teddy Proll, for tending the
aircraft's needs and to the "Fairies" f~r

providing sustenance.
Yet another bachel.or bit the dust on

7th October. This time David Benton, to
whom, with his wife Mary, we extend our
best wishes ~or the future.

The Army Gliding Club intends to winter
a Skylark with us and hopes to run its
"Wave Safari" 0111 the Mynd after Christmas.

K.R.M.
NEWCASTLE
D,UR1NG the past year's opera,tions the

, training of new members had to be
combined with site familiarisation and
exploration.

Since July, large areas having been cleared
and levelled, the number of launches
possible per day has doubled and the
morale of Club members trebled.

After a long period which produced no
certificates, the new members who had
kept coming regardless of frustrations,

M.B. began to glOl SOlD and old established Tutor

M pilots converted to the Olympia.
IDLAND Soaring winds (N.W. to N.£.) have been

A FTER many years as C.F.I., John scarce, but S.W. winds have produced
. Hickling resigned in August. We all remarkable and varied amounts of wave

Wish to give him our sincere thanks for the soaring. Unfortunately, the weather pattern
sterling service which he has rendered the over July and August produced relatively
Club during those years. KeithMansell few good thermal days and over 3,000 ft
takes over as C.F.I. and has Norman gains have been rare.
Groucutt as his deputy. The first C certificates at Carlto!] were

k
. With the weather continuing to treat us gained in hill lift by Messrs. Carr, Rolafld
mdly we 'expect to exceed 3,000 hours and and Storey, while Gl'!rdOIil Revell used a

I J,000 launches before the end of the year. weak October wave to good effect to gain
Although we seem to be a little down on his C after 20 minutes.
goss-couotrY mileage this year, Norman The T-21 surprised G.eorge Can and

roucutt, Cecil Reilly and Norman Spencer AIIan Pran by rocketing them to 12,500 ft,
have completed their Silver C's with distance a.s,l. at 600 ft. per minute. They Were flying
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1,400 ft.
a.s.l.

The
Long Mynd,
Shropshire

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

SOARING
S ITE

Home of the MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
YOU WANT ITt - WE HAVE ITt

Ab initio training
Advanced instruction Fleet: Prefect, 2 Swallows,

Aerobatic, Blind flying training 2 Olympias, Skylark 11, 2 T-2Ibs,
5-hour duration, Silver "C" Height T-42b and Tugmaster

Ridge soaring, thermals, wave fI ying
Excellent residential clubhouse Subscription £9 Entrance fee £3

Good food Bar Launches 3/-. Flying fee 12 /- per hr.

RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES
Write lor Courle BrochlUe and Membership ProspedlU to:

'ENQUIRJES'•
Midland Gliding Club Ltd•• Long Mvnd,

CHURCH STRETTON. Shrops.hlre
Tel. Linley 206
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virtually hands off fOT 75 per cent of the
climb in the s!"!oothest o~ I~te ~ugust wa~es.

We were visited by Phlhp Wills and Kitty
in October.

Looking forward to 1962, the Club should
be fully operational, with Club aircraft at
last breaking the monopoly of cross
country flying, which has in the past been
held by the private owner .members,

A.P.

NORFOLK &. NORWICH

THE Warminger Tr.oPhy, which is to be
. awarded each year for the longest

cross-country flight made from an airfield
in Norfotk, will this year be awarded to lan
Strachen-of the FenIand Gliding Club
for a flight of 183 miles.

We we.lcome to our Club Chris Delf and
also Ban'y Goldbrough. T. Daniel has
obtained his C with a flight of 40 minutes
in the Club Olympia. .

From the Flying Committee of the
Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club, a Gliding
Committee has .b<:en fOTmed, headed by the
Chairman, A. Warminger; CF.I., W.
Reekie; and :Secretary, P. Salmon.

At the Air Centre in Norwich, a Quiz on
the lines of "Ask Me Another" was held on
Thursday, 12th October, between the
Norfolk Gliding Club and the Norfolk and
Norwich Aero Club (Gliding Section).

This evening was greatly enjoyed by all
ho attended, and was the first of our

regular Thursday evening 'events, which
will be held throughout the Winter. A
hearty ilwitation is open to everyone who
would like to come along.

JAY.
OXFORD
THE pattern of the early months of the

year has been characteristic of the
whole season, for we have continued to
lose flying days through had weather and
this, and a broken Olympia, put our
launches to the end of October down by
800 and flying time by 60 hours.

It is interesting to note, however, that the
average flight time for all aircraft rose from
I1.5 to 13 miilutes and No. 63 (ex-Mudlark)
has contributed over 90 hours of week-end
flying between joining us late in May and
retiring to roost at the, end of October.

To successes already reported must be
added the result of a search for distance in
France by the Skylark 3B syodicate in which
they were joined by Chris Hurst and the
unsuppressable R. S.-J.

The highlights of two very successful
weeks were John Matheson, 150 km. in the
Skylark, Raymond Salisbury-Jones, 170 km.
in a C.31O, John McKenzie, 220 km. in the
SJ<ylatk, ehris, 260 km. in a Breguet 901,
and 315 km. from Beynes to SI. Yan by
Malcolm Laurie in the 3B in 7 hours with a
final glide in the best Piggott.Goodhart
tradition for our first Diamond.

At home, Malcolm Roberts in No. 63
claimed a ~n~aner but equally bright glory
with owr first Silver C Tr,jangle for several
years.

Planned many weeks ahead, the flight
Bieester-Oxford.Bicester with take-off and
landing' at Weston-on-the.Green-was
attempted only on a day suited to the task
and completed with a fair margin at each
turning poinL A creditable performartce at
a cost of less than 50/-.

Aerial photography obviously has its own
complications, but if turning pOints with a
dist.inctive feature are chos~ they are not
difficult to identify from photographs of
poor quality even if the camera acc,idenlaIly
gets itself focused on 4 ft., whilst an observer
with just a little time to spare will be
rewarded by a map-reading exercise in the
fie.ld which is both interesting and rewardin/:.

To wind up the season John Adams flew
No. 120 to 9,000 ft. but, alas, the barograph
trace is no more. L.A.S.

sconlSH
W ITH the completion of our 1961

Summer s.eason, it has been noted
that the Clubhouse has considerably
changed S.G.U. members' habits and social
activities.

Our redoubtable Chairman, aided by
Mabel Ritchie and others, have organised a
series of Saturday night parties which have
brought new life to our ageing directors.

For all your repairs and overhauls in the
North W...t

CONSULT.

Smith &Seviour
Spoedwell Works, Boselo" Hall F.rm,

Hazel GrQve, Cheshire

7 rhy c. of ,il. ,S.rvic.

SPEEDWELL Lightweight Trailers
I_th'... te k_ YtlU ..1,....-,
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SWINDON
A T our last census we were surprised to

find that half of @ur members were solo
and over a third had progressed to the
Olympia. One energetic .member had soloed
within three months and another had soloed
and ,converted to the Olympia within 12
months.

Our Instructor situation has improved
somewhat but experienced pilots are still
more than welcome. The Country and
Syndicate Membership Subscription re
mains a~ £2 2s. (plus £2 2s. entrance fee) in
the. hope that energetic pioneers will join
us from afar.

At the moment we are fiercely debating
our ex·pansion policy and are open to offers
of second-hand intermediate solo machines
or high performance two-seaters.

We have welcomed visitors from Lasham,
Nyrnpsfield, Northampton, Coventry and
Upavon,and have scattered ourselves
around the various clubs in the summer;
The first 'Saturday of the month is a Oub
soeial evening, so join us if you are ever in
the vicinity.

season, including Heesom, Tinning, John
Lloyd, JOM Kel1y, George Goffin and
Derek Holland, who al1 soloed during the
Summer.

Tony Perris and John Heesom gained
their C's. Fred WiIson has also had his
Grunau flying on a number of week-ends.

Our "away" Olympia has proved ex
tremeJy popular with members and has
been hired for almost every week-end since
Easter, including several holiday weeks .and
two competition weeks.

Congratulations to Eric Jarvis and Ken
Perelli, who completed their Silver C's.
Er,ic with his height and Ken with a fti'ght
to Beeston Regis from Tibenham; having
on the previous two days flown to Bury St.
Edmunds and Great Ashfield.

There have been so many people con
verting to the Olympia, I hope I have
recollected them all: Les Al1ard, our
Chairman, Peter Henderson, J-m Tucke.r,
Fred Wilson and Dickie Reed.

We wish to thank the Norfolk Club for
allowing us the use of their facilities ill
basing one of our aircraft at their site for
the season.

On the instructing side we now have two
more categorised instructors, Ron Walker
and Peter Staff.

After six months of operation the Club
house is showing a reasonable level of
profit and under the supervision of Frank
and Tibby Ireland it has blossomed into
another established part of the Club.

The flying records, despite the difficult
summer, sho'\\! cOJl.siderable improvement
over 1960. In fact, by late September', the
1960 totals had been exceeded.

Our best day of September (24th), despite
an. 11.30 a.m. start, .logged a near record:
38 hours soaring. On this day three visitors
logged 5-hour legs ana one Silver C height.
This season's visitors have logged a large
number of Silver C legs, principally
Dura.tion and Height.

Probably the best Club effort of the
Summer was Andrew Thorbum's three
Gold C Heights in ·one day (4th July). The
first two were obtained on training flights
(Course·No. 5) in a T-2IB and the third in a
Skylark 2 to a height of 16,200 ft.

Anot)ler unusual flight was that ef Bill
Lawson in the Tiger Moth whe!} he therm
aBed fram 1,800 ft. to 2,800 ft. with engine
revs. at 1,400 and his "Cosim" showing
10 ft./sec. up. He promptly landed and
'hauled out his Eagle to do some "sailplane
type" flying-'this flight was also ·on the
24th September.

Visitors to the Club during the latter part
of the Summer have included Fred Slingsby,
H. N. "Doe" Gregg (Coventry), Trevor
Taylor (Australia), Lt. J. Williams and
F./O. David hlnes (Army G.C., Lossie
mouth), and a large; par.ty of our old friends
from the' Aberdeen G.C.

Recent additions to Club ground equip
ment have been tW0 ex-R.A.F. winches in
good order, and within the next few weeks
another Tutor should appear.

Negotiations have almost been comp.leted
for the purchase of a further 12 acres of
ground at the S.W. end, making launches
in the S,.-S.W. directions of the airfield
possible. (The "pole" wil1 be resited).

We arc pleased to note that the matri
monial agency is stilI functioning, and it
seems that the Instructor's are the main
targets. Our best wishes go to F./Lt. Don
Holliday and his co-pilot, BettY-Jean, and
to another Instructor, Bob Poneous, who
was married earlier in the Autumn.

WAS.
SOUTHDOWN
T.HE Tutor is ~ow ba~k in service after its·

"tQ-year" InspectIOn and has been
flown by an extra keen crowd of pilots this
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CR.

WEST WALES
URING the second week in September
the Midland Gliding Club very kindly

allowed us tne use of their Auster tugmaster
which was flown by Peter Wullff.

Lloyd Edwards, Club Chai.rman, was the
first to complete his C certIficate, and C.
Yarde soloed after only 27 trips in the T-21.

Exploration of nearby hills is planned
within the next month, which we hope to do
in co-operation with the Swansea Club.

A.R.S.

YO KSHIRE

T}j latter !'lart of the year is always one
of reflection. We have taken advantage

of the wave conditions that were unusually
frequent this year. The most recent wave
occurred on 27th August, when five aircraft
soared. Douglas Collinson, David Renni
son and Chris Riddell all r'eached over 8,000
ft. a.s.l. in a very slow climb which was
easily missed. Time prevented further use
of the conditions, for all the pilots landed
at dusk.

The Club was well represented in the
Northern Gliding Meeting at camphiU.
Three aircraft took part and the six pilots
competing all .enjoyed exoellent flying and
the first rate hospitality of the Derby &
Lancs. Club.

Both Ritchie Pick and. Chris Riddell went
their best distances to date. Ritchie
managed 160 miles and Chris survived to
reach his goal at Lympne for his Gold and
Diamond. The first in the Yorkshire Club.

The Club Open Day on 17th September
was Successful in raising £100 towards our
Clubhouse Fund. We took the opportunity

Photo by J. Denron Robinson

to fly in formation on the Hill and to carry
out endless loops For the 5,000 or so people
there.

Ten of our members have satisfied' the
C.F.I. on their wnitten examination for the
C and can nQw wear the award. peat
Simpson was one of these and is the first
Air Ranger to ger her C. She is also ,one of
the youngest members in the Club.

The heartiest good wishes of all members
go out to Sue De Little and Henry Doktor,
ourresident InstrUCtor, on their engagement.
We wish them every happiness.

SERVICE NEWS
A MY G. A.
AT this time of the year most of us are

. . more concerned with next season and
our hopes fbr it being good than with the
year ,that is almost past. It is for this
reason that these notes appear under our
ASsociatiotl heading rather than that of the

ub at Lasham. .
Very shortly we hope to have a new club

Operating at Netheravon. Initially it will
Work at week-ends only and po.ssibly on
Wednesday afternoons if there is enough
SUpport at that time. If we are able to
arrange some ane,we.ek cOlLrses there next

summer we will do so.
To start with, the new club will have two

aircraft sent to it from our club at Lasham,
the T-2IB Rudolf and QUI" Olympia 419.
We are setting out to buy the aircraft which
are needed to span the gap between these.

E"'entuay well expect to have at Nether
avon one or two Tutors, a Prefect or
Grunau, and an Olympia 460. The launch
ing equipment will be two Pfeifer winches
with a tractor as cable retrieving vehicle.

This will mean that we will not have a
T·21 B at Lasham next year. We will be
relying on the aircraft provided by the
Lasham Gliding Society for initial training.
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Our fleet there will consist of the Eagle, a an interesting and instructive Winter
Tutor, a Skylark 2 and a Skylark 3 until we programmcOurCF.I., Fit. LI.DickJones,
can get more aircraft. will be givlng a series of lectures aru:I films

The ultimate holding of aircraft will on gliding will be shown when available.
depend a bit on what is available, but we Our "pet" wave visited us in September
hope to get up to two high performance and the Skylark 3F rose to a dizzy 10,000 ft.
15 metre and another intermediate trainer Even the T-31 rose to the occasion (5;000
in the course of next year. ft.).

The changes will involve some change of We hope to explore our wave more fully
policy ill the running of our club at Lasham. as there does not appear to be muoh doubt
Up to now we have always encouraged our that we at Leemillg have first class wave
overseas and more distant members to conditions right on OUT "door-step". Both
come to Lasham on "ab initio" courses. the Skylark 3F and Olympia are fully

As soon as we can get these: running at instrumented and equipped with oxygen.
Netheravon we will encourage them to go Cpl. Bob Jeffrey, deputy CF.!., has now
there, and try to keep our aircraft at left the R.A.F. and was presented with a
Lasham available for more advanced suitably inscribed clock. Fit. Lt. Mike
training and for those who live locally. Lanng, our retiring Secretary, is replaced

C.G.D. by Sqn. Ldr. Boyer, whom we welcome as

BANNERDOWN (C I ) a new member.
o erne We "talk, eat and dream Gliding" at

pROGRESS has been mailltained and we Leeming-all gliding types are assured of a
loggl;d 726 launches and 84 hours in most warm welcome-why not visit us?

August and September. R.F.P.
During the preceding two months we CRUSADERS (e )

missed the presence of our CEL, Ed '. yprus
Meddings, who was driving Hastings SINCE we last wrote we are now sporting
aircraft in foreign parts. Two other friends ' an almost complete fleet of gliders,
the Perrins~pere et fils-have been posted having at long last received our long
to Harrogate. A sincere thank you to them awaited Swallow and T-2!. Prior to its
both-they were gliding types in the real arrival out here, our Swallow was flown at
sense of the word. the R.A.F.G.S.A.'s site at Crosby, in the

We are gIad to record A and B certificates course of which FIt. Lt Roy Salmon, our
by G. Millington. D. Werb and J. Whelan, Chairman, flew it 40 miles to gain his Silver
and Cs for R. Patlerson and B. Chaplin. C distance.
On 7th August Alan Yates declared Yar. During our first week-end of operation
mouth and missed by only 30 miles. This with our new aircraft, a total of 3 hours
effort brought forth a dramatic headline soaring was attained, during which the
from our Bath & Wiltshire Chronicle- Swallow, T-21 and T-31 were all airborne
"Pilot's lone struggle amid clouds". together.

Our equipment has continued ill full Since then we have not had a non-
utilisation; the Austin 7 was broken up and soaring week-end and our Club record has
a motorcycle substituted for cable retrieve. been raised to I hour I minute by Gerry
Subsequently, this caught fire and, pending Kemp in the Swallow. Many other fine
its repair, a Morris Minor does good service. flights have been made, including a 27
The Eon Baby is back from the menders minutes by Mac Maclntyre in the T-3!.
after a heavy landing and is awaiting a Our founder members are thinning out
major inspection. now and in October we saw the departure

During the period we have had a number for England of our hard-worked CF.l.,
of visitors. We are particularly glad to have Chief Tech. Bill Owens. Together with
Sqdn. Ldr. Mac. A. Bacon, Cpl. Bill Longley Roy" Salmon, Bill Owens was one of our
and Cpl. Warwick F1eming with us as mem- original founder members and it is thanks
bers all of whom have wide gliding and to his hard work On both the flying and
instructor experience. maintenance side that the Club is in its

P.H. present position.

CLEVELANDS (Leem."ng) With the approach of the soaring season,
everybody is looking forward to the co-

W ITH the soaring season drawing nims which hung about last year and
rapidly to a close, plans are afoot for already our more ambitious members have
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LW.S.

FENLAND
(Swanton Morley)

SINCE our. move from Marham we have
found Swanton Morley a first-class

thermal site.
On 7th August, for instance, our four

aircmft did 18 hours flying, the most
rt:markable flight being Jim Lawn's 3-hour
Gull trip, in which he gained Silver height
and landed near Yarmouth, some 48 km.
upwind of Swanton.

This was jim's first cross.country. Other
Silver legs have ~n obtained by Ted
Bensley, John Ross, John Andr€;ws and
Ivor Orrey.

Ivor did a smart 50-km. dash one week
day, parked the Oly then came back and
retrieved himself! John Andrews, who has
been gliding just a year, amassed 27 hours
and is just about the ideal club member.

Pete Kevan has done stalwart work in
organising things at Swanton, and he
completed his Silver C 'earlier in the year.
lan St~han has been re-categorised to A2,
and has won the "Warminger Trophy" fof
his flight to Yeovilton in J;une.

A Merry Christmas to aLl, and best
wishes to the Hill Sites for a successful
wave season.

The summer has been a constant, battle
against the weather, with soaring days few
and far between. Les Manley has made
several attempts at his Silver C cross.
country leg.

Gp. Capt. Frogley succeeded in making
two of his Silver C legs with a S hr. 38 min.
flight, p1us the necessary altitude and all
within sight of the field.

Both the Olympia and Grunau now Mve
barographs. B<Yth winches are servi~able,
the auto-tow Jaguar is ready to roll again,
and aero-tows have begun.

We 'consider our "over 250" hours flying
time this year with much satisfaction, as
every minute must be f.ought for.

W.F.O.

EAST YORKSHIRE

FOUR COUNTIES
THOUGH we have not appeared in print

Lor some time, the Gub has nonetheless
had a successful year.

In the Spring, John Bibb bec<1me the first
of last Winter's large influx of new members
·~o go solo, after which scarcely a. week-end
passed without another B or C. Congratula:-

CAPT. Ott has replaced Bob Bowring, who tio~s to the 16 solos and the ten who gained
has gone ,to Homchurch. theIr C,
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visions of starting a milk-mn to th€; other
side of the island. . .,. .

Flying at Akrotm IS sull restncted to
week-ends and holidays, so early starts .are
the usual order of the day and flying then
earrieson until dusk.

Our instructional programme is still
pressing on and we now have two more
ab-initios away solo and yet another C.
This brings our total to date up to eight
A and B's and two C's, all in seven months
of two-seater opera:tion on one auto-tow
cable at an operatiomal airfield.

We now have a Wild Winch about ready
for operation but we still await the arrival
of our Pfeifer winch which is in England at
the moment. Finally, we would like to
extend a welcome to any Serviceman passing
through Cyprus to drop in for a chat, .and
maybe even a flight.

G.L.K.

EAST ANGLlAN (.Duxford)
T HE Club continues to grow with new

members turning up every day. We
welcome our American friends, Marty,
Dinky and Jim Faulkener, from the
D.S.A.F. base at Wethersfield.

Marty and Dinky have both soloed and
gained their C certificates and Marty has
since converted to the Eon Baby.

Congratulations to John D~lafield on a
Diamond goal and Mike Holloway on
attaining Gold height.

Pete Dawson took the Skylark away on a
Gold distance attempt, but fell out of the
sky near Oxford.

Mo Dawson, Sue Steph€;ns and Jim
Morris all attempted Silver C distance in
the Baby, but fell short. AI Whiffen made
50 kms. to Gt. Finborough, near Wattisham.

Quite a few C certificates have been
gained: Tony Baylis gained his, also Tony
Woodrow, Carol Binstead and J'ebn
Glossop. Peter Poole and George Brown
soloedand got their A and B.

We are very fortunate being able to fly
seven days a week now that Duxford has
~Iosed dawn, and out launch rate has
mcreased considerably.

Our C.F.L, Max Bacon, has left us and
~e thank him for all the work he has done
m the Club. John DelafieId takes over the
C.F.L's duties.

A.H.W.



Doreen Brooke, the C.EL's wife, becomes
the first lady to solo with the Club. The
first awaF.<] of the Tutor Pewter, presented
by Stephen Hart for the best flight of the
year by a Tutor pilot, has been made to Ian
Smith, who reached 5,000 ft. on his C
flight shortly after going solo.

Paul Lea, who joined us during the
Summer from Moonrakers, has achieved
the distinction in the Olympia of being the
'first Club mem~r to get his 5 hours in
thermals. on the Club sit,e.

Maleolm Gorley has. been made an
Instructor.

A.W.O.N.

HOME COUNTIES
(Hornchurch)
W E welcome John Langstrom who ha.s

transferred to us from Bicester tQ help
with instructing. Dave Dermis I;w.s obtained
his A and Band Gerry Doyle his C.

The Christmas party, our first venture of
this nature, is being held early, on the 18th
November.

Our fleet is being increased by the
addition of a second two·seater, this time a
T-3!. The Cadet is at last getting a set
of Tutor wings and our old, severely
restricted, Grunau is being exchanged for a
more worthy one. We have purchased a
Ford van for use on the airfield.

This past twelve months has consolidated
our position geneTally and shown that the
Club is operating on a sound, firm basis
and IS still expanding steadily.

, G.H.M.

I.A.F. COLLEGE
(Cranwell)

A RECORD number Qf hoors have been
flown. Several long local soaring trips

were made during the Summer term,
particularly by the two T·21 'So

Two Silver C's were completed and two
Silver C cross-country legs were achieved
with flights from Cranwell to Manhy and
Skegness.

The Summer camp this year was held at
R.A.F. Andover, and over 105 hours were
logged. Several cadets qualified for their
Cs, but only one Silver C leg was achieved.

Other notable flights were .110 and 130
kms. in distance.

After this camp, four members took the
Olympia to France, and during this visit
two new College records were set up for
cross-country triangular flights. In addition

a straight-line distance of 200 krns. was
flown. •

Finally, another Silver C was completed
here, bringing the number obtained during
the Summer up to six, another College
record.

THE RED HAND
(Ballykelly)

AT long last, in between fresh Atlantic
. depressions and the sound of multi
engined monsters flying, activities have
started at Ballykelly.

The great day was Und July, when C.F.!.
Pilot Officer John Prince and Flying Officer
Pete Henderson took to the air in the Club
rebuilt T-31 Mk.3.

Although the Club has. been formed since
1958 time has not been wasted and a sound
backing of ground equipment has been
steadily built up. Auto-towing is the
standard method of launching and although
the Club possesses a winch, it is unable to
use it due to the continually waterlogged
state of the grass areas.

In spite of continually bad weather the
old T~31 has now chalked up over 300
launches and the first batch of members
will soon be soloing.

Our fleet indudes, besides the T-31, an
~ient Mk. I which is in the rebuilding
stage and .a new Olympia due to arrive in
the lattcr half of OCtober. Plans arc a.l50
afoot for the acquisition of a Kranich.

This being the only Service gliding dub
in Northem Ireland, membership is drawn
from all three services in the local area and
the membership figure stands well into the
forties.

With the arrival of the Olympia it is
intended to operate on the nearby 1,200-ft.
ridge and with the aid of aero-tow to
contact the numerous, if not very high,
waves often seen in this area.

We were sorry to say goodbye to our
Chairman, Group Captain Armistead,
recently. It was he who started the Clua and
held it together for the many months before
flying took place. Our new Chairman is
Group Captain Saxelby.

The. Club would welcome gliding-type
visitors who may be spending their holidays
in Northern Ireland, with the warning to
check ~or trains on the Belfast-Londonderry
line (which crosses the nmway) as they turn
'finals ,out over the water of loch Foy.le!

A.N.O.N.
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J.H.

OVERSEAS NEWS

controls for a short spell. Sgt. Andy Gough,
who is now resident with us, gave a very
spectacular acrobatic display in an 01ympia.

At present we are all very busy preparing
for Our "Open bay" which is scheduled to
take place on Sunday, 29th October. We
have pu.t on a rather ambitious pro
gramme, including an acrobatic competition
for the Maygothling Cup.

CANADIAN HEIGHT RECORD

O· ¥ER the Canadian Thanksgiving holi
days on 7th, 8th and 9th October, two

local soaring pilots, Rudy Allemann and Ed
McClanahan, trailered with their crews to
Pincher Creek, Alberta, for attempts at high
altitude soaring in the Pincher Creek waves.

On Monday, 9th October, McClanahan
reached an absolute altitude of 33,000 ft.
plus (his barograJ)h went off-scale) to exceed
the existing Canadian altitude record of
30,630 ft. established by Julian Audette
earlier this year.

We are rightfully proud of this perform
ance by one of our members, and found the
trip a delightful one, particularly in view of
the hospitality shown us by our Canadian
hosts.

WESSEX (Andover)

SEPTEMBER soaring started well with Sqn.
Ldr. Carrothers fiying a triangle for his

5 hrs. and Fit. Lt. Jankowski landed at
RAF: 'Benson for his Silver C distance
and height. Also on this day Sqn. Ldr.
Kendell attempted. a dogleg for Gold but
landed at R.AF. Wittering, a total of 138
miles.

Monday, 11th September, looked prom
ising so Jean Letch and John DabilI decided
to try for Silver distances. Jean landei::l at
West Horsley, Surrey, thereby completing
her Silver Badge, and John flew a good
distance of 71 miles. Also on this day W.O.
Kilbum flew 2l hrs. local soaring in the
Skylark.

One person soloed this month-M.
Warren. A. Gover soared for 45 mins.,
thereby claiming his C certificate.

Ron Sandford entered the Nympsfield
Week-end Rally with the Skylark, but due
to poor weather no tasks were flown.

Sqn. Ldr. Carruthers completed his Silver
C in October by a distance flight to Garsing
ton, Oxon.

We are very sorry to lose Andy Gough,
who is now posted to R.A.F. Bicester to
start the new R.A.F. Gliding centre there.
FIt. Lt. Jankowski has now taken over as
C.F.!. from Andy.

The standard of soaring has improved U SA
this season and a number of members have • •
been converted to Olympia and Skylark. A VERY active summer season has resulted

J.L. in many newsworthy items on which to

WIN report.
DRUSHE.S (Bicester) The National Championships were held

SOARING weather has been conspicuous by at Wichita, Kansas, from 1st-10th August,
its absence recently and, with the season and the winner was A. J. Smith, an architect,

near its end, it would now seem that we can who flew a 1.0-150. Variable weather with
settle down to the old routine of "circuit frequent overcasts allowed only five contest
bashing" for a few months. days but permitted one 333-mile three-

l!nfortunateJy, the enthusiasm of our legged flight by John Ryan in the Sisu 1 and
beglnners this year has not matched up to 200-plus-mile flights by 28 of the 36
that of our more advanced pilots, as we competing pilots on the one free distance
have only produced a dozen or so C flights day.
compared with 'some tJrree dozen Silver C The S.S.A. Direc:ors met after the
legs and nearly 3,000 cross-eountry miles. Nationals and re-elected Paul F. Bikle,

'Ye were honoured on 19th september by world altilude records holder, as President
a "ISlt from the secretary of Sta!e for Air, of the Society for 1962. A most significant
~~.,.RI. Hon. Julian Amery. and the Air decision they made was to submit a bid for
",=ctary, Air Chief Marshal Sir Theodore the 1963 World Championships to be held
McE"oy, President of the RA.F.G.S.A. in the V.S. C.V.S'.M.'s selection of the next
.The Secretary of State enjoyed his first countJy will be made in late November.
~ts in gliders, piloted by our British Numerous soaring flights of some
:,"uampion, Sgt. John Williamson; his significance have been made in various
1~~roductory trip was an hour in the Eagle parts of the country. Sterling Starr set a
tllen, durini a trip in the T-21, he took the new national goal and return record of
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Do, yo... Gltdlng, ..n the C.......h Rlvl.ro

The CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

Russian sailplane A-9; holder 0/ many past
records. With a' second seal it becomes an
A-IO, which still holds the world's Mo-seater

distance record. .

(Court€sy "Sovi£t News",)

-39~

348.24 miles 0n 15th July in a Schweizer
1-230, from Inyokern to Lee Vining, Cllif.
(in the Bishop area) and return.

Rudy MazeI' flew a Ka-6CR 396 miles
from Adrian, Midi., to Frederick" Mary·
land, on 3rd July, the longest flight ever
made east of the Mississippi River. On
2nd May he had made a 304-mile flight
from a winch launch. Another Ka-6CR was
flown 330 miles on 20th August by Bob
Hupe, from Naperville, Ill., to Annapolis.

On 15th July Jack Lambie took ,off at
2 p.m. fn his Fauvel AV.36 from El Mir~ge
Field, Cal'if., and flew 247 miles to Mesqulte,
Nev., using an extensive shear line condition.
AI Parker made a Schwcdzer 2-22e training
glider go 195 miles on 29th June from
Odessa to Friona, Texas.

S.S.A.'s TechniGal S.ymposium on Soar
ing, held in Los Angeles, Calif., on 16th
September, was attended by over 150 people
and pronQunced very su~essful.. Nine
papers were presented, most of which Will
leventually be printed in Soaring magazill(:.

The 500th V.S. Silver C was awarded in.
July and it appears that another 50 may be
earned by the end of 1961.

Total S.S.A. membership on 30th June
was 3,495, one-third of which are members
Qf S.S.A. Chapters, clubs that maintain
100 per cent S.S,.A. membership.

L.M.L.

U.S.S.R. RECORDS

T wo natiol'J.al records were set recently in
one day. at an aerodrome near Moscow.

Mikhail Veretennikov, of Onieprope
troVSk, flew round a ZOO-km. triangle ~n a
single.-seater at 89.563 km./hr" (55.652
m.p.h.).

Vyacheslav Yefimov. of Kiev, covered the
same course in a two-seaterat SO.924 km./hr.
(50.284 m.p.h.). beating the previous record
of 19.765 km./hr.-Soviet News Press
Service.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIE1.D. GLOUCESTERSHIRE

w. oUer excellent thermal. hill: and wave soaring al
• -site on the wIstem ed~. cl the COltwoleh. Nr.
Slroud.

FI4t.t includes Skylark 11, Olympia, Prefect, T4'cU and
Du,1 Tr.aining M~ch:n.s. A.f.olowing a\lailable.
Comf'orl.ble Clubhouse. fllit c1'ass Canreen, Bunkhous.
and &Ir.

S"m..,_ GJidjng Holidays fOI: "'initio 'Noi'l-M'!f\bers.

Writ. to:- BRiSTOL GLI,OING CWB.

M_afl.ld. Mr. 5tPn...." ... Glo.. I
T.': VLEY 342

Off.rs courses between
10th AP&IL .nd 6th 0(;108£&

on its magnificen1 ('0.1111.1 CUff Soaring Site in rh.
He.rf of this filmed holid.y Ire•.

2 InslfUclof-5 - numbers limited to 8
21 miles of gold." .sands, 'he best wrf bathing beaches
in Iho cQUnlry - and all rh. usull halic!IY Imenitles.

Vis:ilcn I(WilYS very ..kotllllt
Ideel for f~milies- end friends

Apply I Lt.-C.caf. G. E._ Tu&-on.
Nolma.I'. Ct'o\'t Rose", H... TRHo, CornWGfI

PhoM, P"""npor1h 3361

The Derbyshrre and Lancashire
GUDING CLUB

Campnill, Gr.at Huckl.ow, Nr. Tideswell.
Derbyshire

The Club has t ..o du.1 control ....chi....."d
offen elementary. intermediate and hi,h per...
forma-nee facilities.

Private. Owners ,re catered for and .. full-
time Groun<l Engineer is employed. . .

The comf..n:.ble Club Ho.... 00.""'.....'.5
If'd Canteen are under the car. of I Resident
St••lrd Ind St.·wlrdess-. .

A' Camphill there ••••11 thooe: thinl...h,ch
make the complete Gliding Club!
Write to the Secretory for de"'ils of Membe..hip

onq Summer CDUrHI.



AdvancedKENT GLIDING CLUB
Thermal soarin.g and ab-initio trilinin,g

wilhinvery easy reach of London

at West 'Mailing
New members and visitors w--elcome

~

*****/
ins'truction

.including cross· country
flying, in high performance

R. Stafford Alien

7
G'LlDING CLUB

~~E-ag/e" 2-seater

/

Manager:
LONDONTraining from ab-initio 10 advanced ratings

Excellent hill, thermal and wave soaring in beautU.u1
surroundings

Club Fleet includes I

T.2I's. TUTORS. SWAtLOW. TWO OLYMPIAS

Well aPflOI"t*4 C...b""o....
h. & c. in all bedroorlls

Full Membership or AS:JOcia'~ Membeuhip aYailab~

Write t,o' Ihe Secretliry for further det.its

Visitors Ind visiting aircraft welcome

Scottisb Gliding Union
Portmoak. ScotlCllldweU, by Klnt"s.

Further d.t.ils from:
THE SECJlETARY. 18 :REDCUFFE SQUARE,

LONDON, S.W.lO

Lasham Gliding Centre
A Federation of seven clubs operates at

Lasham with communal Training. Launching.
and Social Facilities provided by the
Lasham Gliding Society.

TH~EE FULL TDWE PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTORS

FOUR T21 B'S FOR DUAL AND EARLY
S'OLO TRAINING

INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
SOARINIl WITH THE CLUBS

INSTRUCTORS' COURSES
FLYING EVERY DAY

WINTER COU:RSES

*New Ab-Initio memb!!rs welcome
Unsurpassed fa.cilities for private ownerS

and syndicate groups

Write to:
]. N. CCCHRANE. Gon••al Manog••

LASHAI!\ GLIDING CENTRE, ALTON, HANTS

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
High-performance gliders available for
thermal soaring at Lasham on almO$t
every day throughout ~he year.

Training with lasham Clidin~ Society
For d'tail. write 10:

The Secretary. Surrey Glidin. Club,
Lasham Glidin.. Centre,

AJton. Hants.

YORKSHIRE GLIDING ClUB
Sil•• Sulton 8.ni, Think, North Yorkshir. (1000 ft••••.1.1

beellenl Hill, Thermal iII1'1d J/II~v. Soaring ....ailabie
on the Ha..blodon Hills.

full Training Courses .vailabl. fot be,inners. _nd '1' I
pilots in summerse.son.

Good Club hoUM facilities, including dormitories.

FI••t in.clud•• , SKYLARK 2. SWALLOW,
TUTORS T-21.

Visitors W.lcom•• Wrir. for furthlf detail,,:
s.crotrr. S<ltto. Bank. Think, Yorit••

T.1. Sulton {Think] 237.

Please mention ''''Sailp'ane " Gliding"' when· ,eplyil'ttll to od¥ertisemenu



TOBACCO AT ITS BEST.




